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DATE NAME EMAIL ELEMENTARY MIDDL HIGH OPTIONS COMMENT

02/17/2020 Xuan xuanzh2001@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Continuing on the SUMMA program topic I commented earlier, please don[?]t forget that all the SUMMA students will 
be affected, not only JW SUMMA kids. One  of the kids in Springville told their parents that he is okay to go to 
timberland for school, because he said he is honored to be selected to this optional program, why should he ask for 
more. We are so proud of our neighborhood kids! I do think moving SUMMA to timberland is a very right decision to 
make to fill the new school and also reduce overcrowding in stoller. Please continue to support map A! Thanks!

02/17/2020 April Powers POWERS.VMD@GMAIL.COM Sato Elem

SOLUTION FOR MAP A: (1) Move Terra Linda and Sunset Oak Hills from Meadow Park to Timberland. (2) Replace 
them with the SUMMA kids from Springville/Sato/JW (about the same size group as Terra Linda). (3) Move all of 
Barnes to Meadow Park as well to reduce Cedar Park. (4) If more is needed to relieve Stoller, move a portion of 
Springville to join the 185th apartments - either north of Brugger or south of Brugger (south of Brugger does have 
stronger ties to Sato community). -- Alternatively, to improve demographics, move both northern Springville areas to 
Five Oaks but retain 185th apartments and northern Rock Creek in Stoller (like Map C). However, I personally feel that 
even the 114% permanent capacity estimate which includes *all* of Springville is reasonable since portables will still 
be available at Stoller.

02/17/2020 April Powers POWERS.VMD@GMAIL.COM Sato Elem

ANOTHER SOLUTION FOR MAP A -- All of Bethany, all of Oak Hills, and all of Barnes in Meadow Park plus SUMMA 
kids from Springville/Sato/JW. Evens out Westview and Sunset feeders and adds Barnes back for dual language 
program at MP. Also brings Cedar Park down to capacity. (Does split MP 3 ways as lower Barnes goes to Beaverton but 
doesn't isolate anyone and keeps elementaries intact.) -- Move all of Terra Linda to Timberland (perhaps move Sunset 
OH here if feeders and numbers permit?). -- Leave Springville as is or move north or south of Brugger to Five Oaks.

02/17/2020 Shree arudivy@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Thank you committee members and BSD staff for all the efforts being put into the boundary adjustment process. As a 
Findley mom I am concerned about how some people are so focused on their elementary schools and forgetting that 
this is a middle school boundary adjustment committee and the Stoller representatives are representing Stoller first 
and though its a common human tendency to watch out for their own elementary school community that tendency 
should be kept in check for the greater good of the community at large. Just like lot of people are advocating for Cedar 
mill community schools to stay together (Bonny, Cedar and Terra Linda) I feel there should be support for keeping 
ENTIRE Findley and Jacob Wismer together as they have been tight knit sister communities for more than 20 years. 
Majority of Findley parents do not want a split and since there is 45% walkability currently which could increase to 
75% with the development of future trails please let all Findley kids be at Stoller. Since Findley is the highest 
contributor in Summa program in terms of numbers then it makes sense to have Summa at Stoller for all the Summa 
kids north of US 26 which includes the Springville Summa kids too. Having two Summa sites north of 26 may dilute the 
program quality and increase costs.

02/17/2020 Arta Montero arta.pecaj@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

For those of you committe members that support map A please open your eyes and see the impact this has in Rock 
Creek and others. Please ask the question if this was your school would you say the same? We need to be honest and 
fair here and not  just after our personal agendas.

02/17/2020 srinivas annamaraju@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS
Dear Committee Members:Thank you for your continued dedication to this important boundary adjustment process. 
Please keep JW Summa students to Stoller.

02/17/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com Springville K-8

How do we truly know the 2025 numbers and beyond are correct?  Answer: your guess is as good as mine.  People 
come and go.  They relocate to follow jobs.  Who knows what's going to happen to the economy in 2025.  Will the 
economy crash that cause mass exodus of folks out of this area?  Will couples continue to expand their families?  BSD 
is in no position to predict the economy nor family planning trends. These numbers are uncertain. One thing is certain.  
If the AC decides to split Springville then the lives of many kids will be changed forever.  Please do not split us frim our 
North Bethany community.  Keep us in Stoller.
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02/17/2020 Vivek Thirtha vivek.t@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

COMMUNITY, PROXIMITYDear JC members, thanks for responding to our comments during the meeting last week. I 
was t at the meeting with my friends from Sato and Jacob Wismer.COMMUNITY and PROXIMITYSpringville is an 
integral part of the Bethany community for the last 12 years. There were suggestions that Springville kids should be 
moved to Five Oaks which is way down on the south side of 26, rather than our neighborhood school - Stoller. Our kids 
will be in an area 5 miles away where they don't know anyone. We can continue to attend Stoller by moving there 
optional and small Summa program to Timberland and the entire Findley to Stoller this maintaining the Findley 
community together. As for Summa, even kids who attend the Summa program in Stoller are essentially segregated 
from the other kids in terms of classes and schedules, so the move to Timberland is ok - I say this after talking to 
multiple Summa kids from Stoller. The Summa kids won't have to travel nearly the distance that our kids would to 
Five Oaks.PLEASE THINK OF REGULAR STUDENTS TRAVELLING 5 MILES OVER  A SMALL SUMMA POPULATION 
TRAVELLING 2.5 MILES! PLEASE KEEP SPRINGVILLE KIDS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD.Thanks for your hard work and 
thinking about equity in our community.

02/17/2020 JR joserodrig@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Please pay attention to feeder ratio in Stoller.  Springville in Stoller splits Stoller 85-15% between Westview/Sunset.   
Findley in Stoller, the split is closer to 50-50 between both HS.

02/17/2020 Penny Zheng zhengwanyun@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee Member,The best solution to solve the over capacity of Stoller is to move Findley and Summa to 
Timerland. We cannot deny the fact Summa is an optional program and we have a new school to fill in. If we move 
Summa and Findley to Timerland, Stoller's capacity will be decreasing from 168% to 90.5% in 2021. We should focus 
on 2021, which is clearly stated by BSD.

02/17/2020 Suzie Hankins Suzannec@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

It is unacceptable to move Rock Creek to Five Oaks alone with no northern neighboring schools. It is also unacceptable 
to spilt the Rock Creek school community between two middle schools. Keeping Rock Creek together and with our 
northern neighbors will directly contribute to our students[?] success in school. This will also help improve Five Oaks 
Middle School much more than sending Rock Creek alone. Rock Creek deserves the same consideration that is being 
given to other schools. Keeping Rock Creek with Bethany and Westview-feeding portions of Oak Hills will preserve our 
northern community, improve Five Oaks Middle School, consider transportation costs for the district and create a 
cohesive Westview-feeding community.  Please keep all of Rock Creek together with our northern neighboring schools- 
Bethany and the Westview-feeding portion of Oak Hills

02/17/2020 Vivek vivek.t@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear AC members,While attending the meeting on Thursday, I heard concerns about 2025 numbers when Stoller is 
filler with regular Springville, Sato, Jacob Wismer students.Firstly this proposal meets all the 2021 projection 
requirements.Using 2025 projections,  this is also less than 100% of current capacity (including temporary classrooms 
that are already at Stoller) - but over the permanent capacity.Being someone who works on data science I can attest 
that projections are a tricky business and minor errors can get amplified when projected over a longer time - case in 
point - the PSU report, BSD numbers for 2025 already have different numbers.  Also these projections are subject to 
vagaries like population movement, the economy, politics and many other unknowns.Please don't use the 2025 
projection numbers - these approximations could be wrong. Please follow the JC committee objective it fulfiling 2021 
numbers.The reality is Springville is not a growing community and moving them to Five Oaks on the basis of a flawed 
projection 5 years out is a travesty.Please do the right thing for our kids - don't use flawed projections to change the 
reality for our kids today - we are counting on you.

02/17/2020 Jennifer Taylor Fourjt@comcast.net Terra Linda Elem

We live in the Cedar Mill community and have for 25 years. Our daughter loved it so much her and her husband bought 
a home in Terra Linda. We feel very strongly that having the opportunity to have their child attend a middle school that 
is within walking or bike riding distance is very important. Our kids were able to do this and with all the technology 
these days kids need to have the option to be active and parents need to be able to give that option to their kids. Make 
TL kids attend Timberland. Thank you.

02/17/2020 Penny Zheng zhengwanyun@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee Member,Please don't prioritize Summa, the optional program, over regular program. I suggest 
moving Summa from Stoller to Timberland. If my kids go to Summa, I don't mind taking extra time on commute 
because it is us who make the choice and we understand what the consequences and responsibilities we should take. 
It is not fair to sacrifice about 500 kids' time who attend regular program so that less than 100 students can walk to 
the school. Regular, non-optional education program &#43; 90 mins of daily commute of 500 kids vs. optional 
&#43;walk to school&#43;100 kids who already enjoy the best education resources. How would you make a decision 
with the essence of equity and fairness, and no child left behind?
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02/17/2020 Ajay Garg ajaygarg1980@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview

Dear MS Advisory Committee and BSD Board,Thanks for trying to build consensus on bringing a map which tries to 
fulfill all major objectives. I understand it is not an easy job.When bringing up a final version of the map please ensure 
that Stoller over capacity issues is resolved as this is the main reason we are having this boundary readjustment 
process. If we don't address Stoller over capacity then as a community we will fail in meeting our commitments. 
Whether you keep SUMMA at Stoller or not; map A does not fix the overcrowding issue at Stoller let alone other 
objectives. Springville and Sato cannot come as a whole to Stoller middle school. It does not solve the problem.

02/17/2020 Meenakshi Dewan meenakshi_dara@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee Members,[?]JW summa students are first JW students and then tagged to be summa!! They have all 
the right to be in the neighborhood school than being considered special and bussed to another one to make space for 
SPV![?]Please don[?]t bus them to another school to accommodate SPV! It[?]s not fair!! Map C for Walkability, 
proximity, keeping neighborhoods together and for BSD budget!Thankyou for reading!

02/17/2020 Akshita Garg agarg115@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview

Dear MS Advisory Committee and BSD Board,Hats off to you on working so hard and building a map which tries to 
fulfill BSD's objectives. I know it is not easy. Kindly remember that the main objective of this boundary readjustment 
process is to fix Stoller over crowding issue. And if we don't do that we will fail in our deliverables. Regardless where 
SUMMA program goes map A does not fix the overcrowding issue at Stoller let alone other objectives. Springville and 
Sato cannot come as a whole to Stoller middle school. It does not solve the problem. I would also encourage 
committee members to propose having SUMMA program at both Stoller and Timberland.

02/17/2020 Vinod b vinod.b@gmail.com

Terra Linda is has 3 closet MS options (School to school): 1 - Five Oaks : 2.4 Miles2 - Timberland : 2.4 Miles3 - 
Meadow Park : 2.2 Miles -- Probable MS Option4 - Cedar Park : 2.5 Miles --- Current Assigned schoolBased on their 
testimony I am not sure why they are blaming Springville ?  They still have their neighborhood with Oak Hills and 
some part of Meadow Park unlike Springville if they go to Five Oaks.  Our neighborhood boundary is with SATO ES.  
There is no community sharing with us unlike represented in the Maps.  All we have is FARMS, PCC and Nursery.   Also 
unlike TL we have only STROLLER less than 3 Miles for SPRINGVILLE.

02/17/2020 Chetan Hiremath Chetan.hiremath@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB I vote for Jacob Wismer Elementary school for Stoller Middle School#YES2MapC

02/17/2020 Ryan Le ryanvle@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

We hear week after week of testimony about the harm that poor feeder patterns have caused in past boundary 
adjustments.  I genuinely hope we can rectify those past mistakes in this process and also learn from the past and not 
repeat them again for Jacob Wismer.  JW already has a significant split between West View and Sunset.  To make 
matters worse, Findley, our only companion to High School, may be completely removed from Stoller.  Then to really 
compound the issue, SUMMA may get moved to Timberland.  SUMMA is a huge portion of an already miniscule JW 
population feeding into Sunset so this move really kicks us while we are down.  High school is a time when friends 
have as much or greater influence than parents on student well being, emotional health and success.  Losing Findley is 
a massive concession we are being asked to make.  Keeping SUMMA at Stoller would at least keep Sunset JW 
community together and avoid making a terrible situation worse.  Do not repeat past mistakes!  Fair Feeders for All!

02/17/2020 Ram R rramak@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Keeping Stoller at around 90% capacity without looking at the longer term impact is flawed.  In Basic Summary Table 
A_C_2.X_02.13.20.pdf shared in the Feb 13 packet, the growth from 2021 to 2025 is: 30%  in Map A (0.83 to 1.08), 
17%  in Map A2.0 (1.13 to 1.33), 19%  in Map A2.1 (1.01 to 1.21), 7%  in Map C (1 to 1.07), 7%  in Map C2.0 (1 to 1.07), 
7%  in Map C2.1 (0.99 to 1.06), 19%  in Map C2.2 (1.01 to 1.21).  It is very clear that any instance (A, A2.0, A2.1, C2.2) 
that moves Springville in part or as a whole into Stoller is going to cause a huge explosion in the capacity and breaks 
the capacity utilization while adding significant cost to BSD which could be better utilized on students and teachers 
programs.  Please have a long term perspective and adopt MapC which has modest growth and drive for best use of 
our tax payer dollars.  #Yes2MapC.

02/17/2020 James james9915@rediffmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

Just a suggestion from me.Divide equally all the areas north of Hwy 26 of BSD and distribute to the all 3 middle 
schools .This should be done considering equal distribution of students, geographical location of attendance area and 
capacity of middle schools.ThanksJames
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02/17/2020 Sharon Zell sharonzell@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Small schools deserve equal consideration to large schools. Our kids are important—equally important—to every other 
kid in the district.Small schools have communities, too! Just because we can[?]t shout as loudly doesn[?]t mean we 
don[?]t deserve a voice. Remember: every single state in our union has TWO senators, regardless of population. 
Where is the consideration for ROCK CREEK?Rock Creek, Bethany and Westview feeding Oak Hills should stay 
together, and should go to Five Oaks. Eastern Oak Hills should go to Timberland with Terra Linda, both to keep them 
with Sunset feeding neighbors and to help get Timberland to capacity.Please, please, please, start listening to the 
small communities. Listen to Rock Creek, Five Oaks and Terra Linda. Give our children some consideration in this 
process that will affect them for years to come.

02/17/2020 Anant and Sharada Jahagirdar anantshruti@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Hello BSD MS Committee,In Jan 30th meeting, Map C is selected by majority of the committee as their first option. I 
agree with it. However, since almost all Springville is not included in Stoller in Map C, there is no ason to split multiple 
Elementary Schools. There will be MINIMAL to NO change in numbers for 2021 as well as 2025 Keeping all Findley in 
Stoller. The split specified in the map has no future development planned and Findley is a very close nit community, 
please keep all Findley in Stoller un-split. No combination other than SATO, FINDLEY, JW feeding into STOLLER will 
solve the over crowding issue. SATO and SPV CANNOT feed to same middle school. Even independent study by PSU 
students showed the same.Map C satisfies everything other than splits in multiple elementary school. Please keep all 
Findley in Stoller un-split. Thanks

02/17/2020 Meihan MeihanZ09@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear MemberLooking at the map, you can see that every school should be within 3 miles of going to middle school. 
Why does Map C only have the children of Springville becoming nearly 5 miles?  We do not want to see the division of 
the entire community.  Treat Springville children differently.  All our children should be treated equally.  Summa is 
optional.  The new school is not yet 100% utilized.  Findley also wants the integrity of the community.  The longest 
distance to the new school is 2.5 miles.  Within the rules of the school district.  Please delete map C.  It is important to 
consider the diversity of the school.  Most in need of help are the children of Springville.  Please BSD balance each 
child's school time and physical and mental health.  Thank you.

02/17/2020 Dong Xi dongxidx@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

****** Please make the decision based on parameters and facts, NOT based on fictions !!! ******Dear Committee 
members, As parents, I really put the following for my kids as the priority I believe it is the same for all parents: How 
convinient my kids go to school, How is the learning environment and how my kids are after graduate.I would like to 
thank everybody for putting huge efforts in discussing MS boundary adjustment, and listening to the voice from the 
communities, but I also urge you to please listen to the voice that is based on the numbers and facts provided by BSD 
analysis and families, but not based on the stories, fictions and exergerations. Stoller really needs to get the 
overcrowding issue solved, however including more communities into the school boundary or removing some special 
programs are not going to solve the problem, or even make the situation worse especially there are two fast-growing 
communities, that not far from the school.This is not the fault of neither community, and I believe Fast-growing 
communities are able to secure a place or solution that is suitable for them, just like JW grew out of findley not long 
ago and stoller now standing right next to it. That is why: any middle school like stoller can only accommodate two 
stable communities including JW and findley, and plus one growing communities Sato to make the adjustment 
successful for the next many years, otherwise the same overcrowding issue will be here again next year. This way also 
kept the appropriate middle school to high school feeder pattern.Thank you for you  consideration.

02/17/2020 Jeremy Johnson doublej13@att.net Rock Creek Elem

The current versions of Map A have Rock Creek relocated to Five Oaks without a northern neighbor, which is simply 
unacceptable. Map A continues to seem very popular, and it leaves all of the children and families at Rock Creek 
feeling like an afterthought. If, on the other hand, Rock Creek goes to Five Oaks ALONG WITH Bethany and the 
Westview portion of Oak Hills, I feel that this would be a best case scenario given all the pieces. This plan would also 
be good for Five Oaks. This larger group can bring a lot more to Five Oaks than Rock creek can bring by itself. Sending 
Rock Creek with Bethany and part of Oak Hills will further reduce crowding at Meadow Park, it maintains reasonable 
commute times for people in BSD north, and it solves the most pressing issue by keeping neighbors together. If the 
reason we are here is to balance attendance, then we are still beating around that bush by moving everyone to 
meadow park to allow springville to stay at Stoller. We will then have an overcrowded meadow park and will be back 
in the same boat for 2025. I implore the committee to really investigate the metrics, in whether to place Rock Creek, 
Bethany and Westview-feeding Oak Hills at Meadow Park or Five Oaks. I strongly suspect that it would be less costly 
and more efficient to feed those schools to Five Oaks. With this cohort, both in size as well as make-up, we could 
bring a lot of good energy to Five Oaks.
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02/17/2020 xuan z xuanzh2001@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Thanks for all the committee members who supported map A as the one to move forward. One of the committee 
members keep saying the number for 2025 is over capacity if Springville is  in Stoller. IT IS NOT A CORRECT 
STATEMENT! Please look at the number from map A and map C included in Jan 30 packet, which reflected most 
accurate number if SUMMA students are all in Timberland. Year 2021 map A is only 90% of permanent capacity, while 
map C is 100%. For year 2025, map is 108% permanent capacity and map C is also 106%. They are essentially no 
difference in term of 2025 numbers, map A is even better in 2021 number! In addition, year 2025 numbers are just 
predictions, and it may not reflect the actual numbers then. Therefore, they should be not a decisive component for 
any comparison!I hope the committee member can continue your good work to see through the data, and make the 
most logical decision for all the kids in BSD. Apparently map A is the map that meet 4 objectives that should move 
forward to final recommendation!

02/17/2020 Akhil Sharma sharma.akhil@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

I hope this comment doesn't get filtered out.Dear committee members, We have seen many comments regarding 
Stoller going above total capacity in 2025. If we look at how much above total capacity, we are talking a very small 
number. This number is being blown out of proportion and there are claims about all community coming together 
again for an exercise similar to what we are undertaking currently to save Stoller from over crowding again in 2025. 
Please remember that if there is any overage on the total capacity, it is going to be very minor and can easily be 
adjusted via usage of one or two portables. Alternatively, the class size can go up by 2-3 students can we can easily 
absorb those numbers. We should not be too concerned about that tiny number above total capacity and base a 
decision as big as sending 100s of kids down south every day, for years, due to the fear that a few extra kids may be 
there in Stoller in 2025, which may or may not happen, as these are just projections which may or may not come true. 
Please see that no school gets an unfari share in the boundary decision. We are very appreciative of your thorough 
analysis, but constant testimonies about sending Springville out of Stoller worries our family every day. Our 
community bonding, comfort and impact of longer commute on the future of our kids, all these important aspects are 
at stake in this decision. Thanks for understanding and doing what is right for &#34;all&#34; students.

02/17/2020 Simon W Limmey@hotmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Keep Cooper Mountain at Highland Park Middle School. This is the community that we are a part of. We play with 
many kids in the area that all end up at Highland Park and finally at Mountainside. Keep our kids together and our 
community at Highland Park.

02/17/2020 Priyanka priyankasep@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

It is a very big surprise that many parents worry about Summa more than regular middle school. We can't sacrifice 
regular school for the sake for a much smaller population. Sending hundered of kids far from their home every day, so 
that some Summa kids can continue to walk, is not fair. And I am confident that committee members understand this 
fact. Please don't be swayed by testimonies from a minority supporting Summa, because it will result in sacrifice for a 
majority who simply wants regular school for their kids which is in close proximity and is considered a neighborhood 
school, not a result of any preference to options program.  Equitable distribution is important so one school doesn't 
get the raw/difficult side of the deal. Thanks for understanding and helping.

02/17/2020 Gabriel Montero Gabe.montero@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please do not ignore small schools like Rock Creek, Terra Linda and Oak Hills. Just because we are small and may not 
enter as many comments we care and we hope that it[?]s BSD role to ensure that there will be fairness in the process 
where nobody is impacted disproportionately. Map A is a mess for both Terra Linda and Rock Creek. Map C is a map 
for Oak Hills. Please balance things out where no one will suffer disproportionately

02/17/2020 Melissa Martin ohmissmissy@yahoo.com

Some of us are staying in the district in order to be close to grandkids, etc., even if we don't have children in school 
not. Small schools deserve equal consideration to large schools. Our kids are important, equally important, to every 
other kid in the district.Rock Creek, Bethany and Westview feeding Oak Hills should stay together, and should go to 
Five Oaks. Eastern Oak Hills should go to Timberland with Terra Linda, both to keep them with Sunset feeding 
neighbors and to help get Timberland to capacity.Please, start listen to the small communities. Listen to Rock Creek, 
Five Oaks and Terra Linda. Give our children some consideration in this process that will affect them for years to 
come. Thank you.

02/17/2020 Peishan Shieh peishans@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Hi,For the boundaries, there should be considerations regarding the feasibility of walking and biking to schools.   
According to the most recent meeting, school bus is the only trip consideration.  If BSD wants to promote alternative 
ways of commuting to schools, the new boundary to move all Rock Creek students to Five Oaks would completely 
undermine this effort.  Because there is no way, I will allow my kids to cross 26 either walking nor biking, not to 
mention the additional traffic generated on the corridors to cross 26 from the Bethany area.  Boundary redraw needs 
to be mindful of the traffic impact on the neighborhoods.  Our kids are able to bike or walk via the trail that connects 
our neighborhood to Stoller.   The proposed boundaries will certainly remove this possibility for all the families that 
use this trail as an alternative.  Thank you for your time and consideration.
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02/17/2020 Harry niniding0909@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD,Each child has its own advantages and characteristics, all are unique, if you blindly pursue the title of 
Summa.  Often it hurts your own child as well as other children.  In the same way, Summa's class will also have this 
effect for a long time in a school.  It also imposes a burden on each child's heart.  Summa is optional, not every child is 
adapted.  Especially when Stoller is overstaffed.  Please move the Summa class to a school with space.  Our children 
in general education need your help and support.  Please don't split Springville in the community.  Children in 
Springville need your more attention and support.  Thank you

02/17/2020 Na-Yung Yu yun@up.edu Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Please don't isolate us from the north bethany area. When we remove the optional Summa program, Springville kids 
do not need to suffer separation from their friends in notrh bethany. Findley already said they want to go Timberland. 
Then Springville, Sato, and Jacob Weismer can go their neighborhood school. Just because our kids need to take bus, is 
it ok for our kids to suffer long and dangerous bus ride? We want safety for our kids just like other parents.

02/17/2020 Lori Near lori.near@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee Members:Thank you again for your work through this important MS Boundary Adjustment process. 
We have reached a pivotal time where tensions are high and communities are gravely concerned about the future 
education of their BSD students. In just a short time, recommendations will be submitted to the BSD board and final 
decisions will be made. As a parent of 3 (2 x 3rd grade and 1 x 4th grade) JW students bound for Stoller MS, I urge you 
to please consider the facts as they've been presented to you by experts within the BSD who work in the various 
departments and are most qualified to answer the questions your committee has posed. At the 2/13 meeting, the 
uproar from communities appeared to severely overshadow those facts, and I fear that the committee is being sent 
down a path guided by loud noise and NOT by facts. Here are examples of irrefutable factual data:1. BSD's 
Transportation Test: Our transportation department conducted a test to verify the commute times for SPV students if 
they are to be bused to FO. The test and its resulting data was not only shared with the committee but also with the 
general public. It is disheartening to hear communities trying to discount the results of the data as false. This proven 
and unbiased data could NOT be more clear. The longest commute time for SPV students to FO is less than 22 
minutes each way, only approx. 5 mins more than their current bus ride to Stoller and well within BSD's average ride 
time. 2. Growth Populations: Data from previous maps show that both SPV and Sato are BSD's largest growing 
communities. Those communities alone will overcrowd Stoller almost immediately as their MS populations are both 
well over 500 students each. Even if the approx. 200 Summa students are moved to a different MS, this will NOT offer 
enough seats at SM for SPV students. It is therefore impossible for both SPV and Sato to occupy the same building if 
we are going to solve the issue of overcrowding. This too is an irrefutable fact.3. Executive Administrator for MS's, Ken 
Ostermeier clearly stated &#34;SUMMA is a neighborhood program, not an option school.&#34; The program was 
created and is administered to meet the needs of neighboring communities. Despite arguments from communities 
suggesting that not moving Summa kids would be putting a so-called &#34;option program&#34; ahead of regular 
students is completely false. Summa kids are an integral part of &#34;regular&#34; classes. Unlike option schools, 
they take mostly &#34;regular&#34; classes with a few Summa classes and thus should be considered 
&#34;Regular&#34; students. Please also consider that if 25% of these student choose to opt out of Summa in order 
for their kids to attend their neighborhood MS and keep their ES friendships in tact, this again will NOT create enough 
space for SPV to remain at Stoller.4. Equity: An important factor in this process is to spread equity and economic 

02/17/2020 Akhil Sharma sharma.akhil@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

One of the most unfortunate outcome of the school boundary adjustment is how parents from various schools 
organizing together and also with parents of other schools to safeguard their interests, while in the process, they 
totally ignore the ordeal the kids from other schools will have to undergo if their plan succeeds. One community 
walking at the expense of another community bused for 5&#43; miles is never a solution. Timberland is a school down 
south and ideally the impact of opening Timderland shouldn't even reach northern most school like Springville. And if 
it is reaching up to Springville, then we are doing something wrong. Stoller being the northern most middle school and 
Springville/Sato being the northern most elementary schools, it shouldn't even be a question is Springville can be sent 
elsewhere. I would gladly send my kids to Timberland if it was constructed near Springville/Sato area. I would not ask 
Jacob Wismer or Findley or Terra Linda to attend come and attend a north school so that my kids can go to Stoller. 
Same logic should hold now. North elementary schools to north middle schools, as the schools fill up, those 
elementray which are down below start feeding to middle school which are down below them. Let us not 
overcomplicate things. Map A totally works. Please use it and close this effort. There is so much time and energy 
going into this effort and emotions running high all the time. Thanks.
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02/17/2020 James Lanford jaylanford@gmail.com Ridgewood Elem

FYI, some of my children attend Rachel Carson MS, which was not available for selection as an Option School.I 
encourage the committee to adopt a proposal that balances enrollment and opportunities across the district[?]s 
geography. To that end, I am writing in support of moving the Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School to a 
campus that would welcome it and benefit from it's added student attendance, particularly Cedar Mark. Of the three 
maps presented at the January 30, 2020, meeting, Map C shows the Rachel Carson program moving Whitford[?]s site 
and with a greatly reduced enrollment at Cedar Park. This poses two problems:1. Whitford[?]s principal states that 
hosting yet another program would be a hardship for their campus and population. 2. Given current practice, with 
enrollment at below 800, Cedar Park would have its programs, offerings, and staff cut. It will also lose many dedicated 
parent volunteers as a result.Thus, the move to Whitford would strain the current programs there and place Rachel 
Carson[?]s program into a disadvantageous environment. It would also imperil Cedar Park, one of the districts model 
middle schools, where a diverse population is achieving improving test scores and preparing middle schoolers well for 
high school.Cedar Park[?]s principal noted that Cedar Park could accommodate the Rachel Carson program. I am in 
support of this idea. This idea helps to keep Cedar Park[?]s enrollment high, allowing it to retain current levels of 
programs and offerings, which contribute to its success. Rachel Carson and Cedar Park share inquiry-based curricula, 
with Cedar Park as a PYP school and Rachel Carson as emphasizing scientific investigations and group-based learning. 
Additionally, Rachel Carson has a strong parent volunteer base which could restore some of the volunteers that may 
move out of Cedar Park with Boundary Adjustments.My family has a current and an incoming Rachel Carson student. 
We have enjoyed the strength of the program and the benefits it provides to our wider community. Not only does it 
benefit the students enrolled to be in a rigorous, engaging program of their choosing, but it is a credit to the district 
when these students volunteer and engage in their communities. My current Rachel Carson student and I attended a 
THRPD volunteer event this weekend in the Vose area, and the THPRD coordinator remarked upon the strength of the 
program at Rachel Carson and the engagement of its students; they wished they had been able to attend such a 
school.Rachel Carson students and staff have displayed flexibility and resilience in recent years as they changed school 
buildings and experienced challenges within their current camps. The Middle School Boundary Adjustment is the ideal 
time to find mutually beneficial solutions to some of these challenges. Though the move would involve some 
disruption, as a parent, I would welcome it. I see the benefits far outweighing the costs. Housing the program at Cedar 

02/17/2020 Amy Sawatzky amymsawatzky@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

Junior high to high school is a tough transition and we really believe if kids can keep as many familiar faces with them, 
they will adjust faster.  We would prefer that Jacob Wismer feeds into Sunset with as many friends as possible and so 
prefer that Findley students join them at Stoller.

02/17/2020 Kaan Oguz kaanoguzz@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Hi committee membersAs Rock Creek parents, we want our kids to stay with their friends in our neighbourhoods. 
Therefore we would like to stay with westview feeding elementary schools in the west bethany area like Bethany ES 
and Oak hill ES. We reject any proposal which isolates Rock Creek from our community and sends our kids to Five Oaks 
MS alone. Thank you for your work.Kaan Oguz
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02/17/2020 Minal Patil portlandpatil@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Thank you all for providing an opportunity to provide input in this process and we all know that, there is nothing called 
perfect solution but we all shall aim for logically data driven solution considering various factors such as proximity, 
walk-ability, and by avoiding elementary splits wherever possible instead of making some decision for the sake of 
making decision or decision based on protecting personal interest from few individual committee members. Having 
said that, would like to highlight some point on behalf of findley community.1. Maximize walk-ability and save 
transportation costs if possible but please prioritize &#34;NO SPLIT OF ELEMENTARY&#34; wherever possible. Some 
Map suggested 8 elementary splits such as Map C, please make every attempt possible to eliminate elementary splits 
such as Map 2.1 (that is good start and we know that it requires some tweaks). Just like MS to HS splits are bad, in 
fact elementary to middle school splits are even worse for kids overall and academical growth. Hence please prioritize 
&#34;NO SPLIT OF FINDLEY&#34;, and for that other avoid splitting RC and SPV as well. Keep them intact wherever it 
makes logical sense.2. As iterated in last several meeting by committed members that Bonny Slope &#43; Cedar Mills 
&#43; Terra Linda are close-knit community, hence they all shall go to timberland (don;t know if really they are close-
knit community). Same way, JW and FE has been close-knit community (it shows up in various kids school and extra-
curricular activity) since last 2 decades, hence JW and FE (without splitting) belongs together and shall feed into same 
middle school and I think, logical middle school for JW and FE is still at stoller, that way we can even save more 
transportation cost for BSD. Hence, WE SUPPORT MAP 2.1 only.3. Transportation time from SPV to Five Oaks is 
actually 20-25 mins each way, not 45 mins. Hence SPV feeding into FO make sense along with RC. SPV being in FO 
will address diversity gap (social, economical) and will also improve the overall rating of FO.4. Putting twp fast 
growing community at stoller will put stoller over capacity in few years, hence we will never be able to accomplish 
goal of solving overcrowding issue. If we put them at stoller, few years down - same overcrowding will happen again 
at stoller. Hence putting both of them at stoller is not sustainable long term solution. Long term solution which can 
provide stable enrollment to stoller (90'ish % of its permanent capacity) is JW &#43; FE &#43; SATO. SATO is growing 
and JW and FE are declining, hence number will match.5. During last meeting, committee members spend most of 
their time in discussing about SUMMA and it's location. Instead can they please focus on solving basic issues , 
overcrowding at stoller, filling up timberland by avoiding nonsensical splits. SUMMA to be treated like any other 
option program and it should be offered at only one location  instead of two, this will enable even further to save 

02/17/2020 Joel Joel_123@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS

We all want what is best for the children first and foremost, but we also realize that costs and budgets are a reality of 
life. Minimizing transportation cost from a limited pot of money helps BSD as well as the tax payer at large. However, 
once the transportation budget is optimized the next step should be to minimize school splits. We realize it will be 
impossible to eliminate all the splits, but every attempt needs to be made to minimize the splits since the cost of 
bussing students to one school Vs another school to avoid a split is largely comparable. Map C2.1 is a great start. In 
fact it is the one and only map that has the least overcrowding in stoller at 99% and 106%. Let us not forget reducing 
overcrowfing in stoller was one of the main goals of this effort. BSD's analysis also clearly shows that having sato and 
spv- two growing communities in stoller is a show stopper and not sustainable. If springville or even part of springville 
goes to Stoller, it  goes above 120% and 130% There is no way to fix this. We realize map c 2.1 has some problems 
with over crowding in Meadow Park, and under utilization in Timberland. But these issues can be fixed. To fix this, we 
propose moving Oak hills to Timberland, which will reduce overcrowding in meadow park. To further reduce over 
crowding in FO and Meadow park, all Summa students north of 26 (except for those attending Stoller) can be moved 
to Timberland. 

02/17/2020 Raj Grandhi Prince_grandhi@yahoo.com Findley Elem

Findley elementary school is in very close proximity to Stoller and we would like Findley to stay in Stoller We not want 
elementary school splits and this has been raised by many parents from all schools that splitting elementary school is 
not positive on kidsThanksRaj

02/17/2020 Samatha Sai1234@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Please don[?]t split any elementary school that can cause huge impact on children[?]s emotional health. Since findley 
has stable growth. It can easily fit in Stoller along with Sato and JW. Springville and sato in Stoller is not a viable 
solution in long term.
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02/17/2020 Abhilash Akula abakula123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear committee,I really want to separate out needs vs wants. Lot of people moved to Springville area for the access to 
SPV K-8 within proximal distance (need). Few people have selfish wants of &#34;Walkability&#34; and do not really 
care for the effect on the entire north SPV area. Please really note this change in thinking. SPV always wants to go to 
Stoller with Sato (another north bound community) and portion of JW that reports into West view (continuity for 
children). SPV is thinking about the welfare of entire North Bethany community.Now for various reasons the SPV K-8 
school is reduced in scope and we accepted that even though it directly impacted us and our kids. If the same school 
would have continued, we would have not even asked for Stoller.Now, the 2nd nearby fallback for us is Stoller and Pl 
do not remove this option too. Summa is an optional, less than 8% population program. Parents can always sign up 
and move kids from optional program based on kid's progress. Let us prioritize regular classes 92% over Summa. The 
same is indicated by Sato parent in last meeting. I'm really not sure why middle school is built at Timberland and why 
are we not moving closest Findley to Timberland. This should be a straight forward decision given the proximity. What 
is more interesting is, even though Findley wants to move to Timberland, why are we not considering that option? 
Let's move entire Findley, Summa to Timberland; Rock creek to Meadow park (or Five oaks) along with Bethany 
elementary. This creates enough space for North most SPV at Stoller.We can not fix Hardware related defects in 
Software all the time. Applying this analogy, school (hardware) is wrongly built at Timberland (away from growing 
area) and we are attempting to fix through number game (software) by allotting north most area to a far away 
school. This has serious effects on kids so please consider this request....Thank you for your time!

02/17/2020 Kiran Patil kiran.a.patil@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Millions of thanks to committee and BSD for giving us an opportunity to provide input in boundary change process.1. 
Please prioritize avoiding nonsensical splits for elementary over little transportation costs. Some maps suggested 
splits of 8 elementary school which is completely unnecessary. Splitting elementary to middle is more detrimental for 
kids overall growth (including social and academical). Please eliminate findley splits and keep us intact, also avoid 
other elementary school such as RC and SPV and keep them intact wherever they logically belongs to.2. Putting two 
fast growing communities at stoller is nothing but inviting trouble and disaster. Because having them will be provide 
stable enrollment at stoller (goal is 90% permanent capacity. Having JW &#43; FE &#43; SATO can provide that stable 
enrollment at stoller and JW&#43; FE (without splitting) &#43; SATO shall feed into stoller.3. Logically make sense to 
keep close-knit community, hence the way it was mentioned several times that Bonny Slope &#43; Cedar Mills &#43; 
Terra Linda (not sure about this) should feed into Timberland, same way JW &#43; FE has been close-knit community 
since over two decades, hence they shall feed together at same middle school and data suggest that, JW &#43; FE 
(intact) shall feed into stoller. So please make this as well priority. Otherwise nothing prevents for parent to 
eventually explore option of sending their kids to private. We still have full faith in public schools and hope that, we do 
not need to consider the option of sending our kids to private schools.4. Surprising to see that during last meeting, 
several committee members spends most of the time discussing about SUMMA which is merit based option program, 
whereas very little discussion about solving basic problem of overcrowding at stoller and filling up timberland. 
Request to committee members that, whey opt in for this job of being on committee, they need to stay unbiased and 
make logical data-driven suggestion in this process instead of suggesting something just for the sake.5. Transportation 
data suggest that time taken from SPV to FO is 25 mins and not 45 mins, Hence such nonsensical argument from SPV 
parent shall not be entertained. Having SPV at FO makes more sens in grand scheme because it will also address 
diversity gap at FO and will make FO one of the highly rated middle school.We (Findley Parents) support Map 2.1 and 
we know that it requires some tweaks to fill up Timberland but I think, it can be done. In next meeting, can we please 
come up Map considering above said several factors:    - keeping close-knit communities together    - avoid 
nonsensical splits, hence DO NOT SPLIT FINDLEY

02/17/2020 Vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Sparks &amp; AC Committee members,As per Map A ALL Of SPRINGVILLE, SATO &amp; JW will be under 90% in 
2021 and 108% in 2025 . It's like 30-40 more kids in 2025.   This will not be a big issue for Stoller as it's currently 
operated with 1700 kids  i.e almost 180% of permanent capacity. Stoller can handle these 30-40 kids easily with 
portables.Springville brings diversity &amp; equity to Stoller. Please do not split &amp; punish entire Springville 
community by showing this as a major concern.

02/17/2020 Madhusudhan Mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

Dear committee, if the desire is to fill Timberland and other schools that are south of 26, please start with schools 
closest to the south. Taking the northernmost neighborhood, Springville, and unceremoniously throwing it out of its 
community to a school in the South makes no sense at all.
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02/17/2020 Aditi Sen Gupta aditi.sengupta@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

As a Findley parent, I would love to have the option of keeping Findley kids together when they move to Middle school. 
I understand that every parent would think from their child's perspective. It's a difficult decision for the school board 
and I hope they can make a impartial and fair decision for the entire community. Middle school is already a huge 
transition for kids and it would be great if they can have some of their friends with them.

02/17/2020 Steve Brockett steve.brockett63@gmail.com Terra Linda Elem Cedar Park MS Sunset

I do not agree to the proposal that Terra Linda students should be bussed to Meadow Park.  Instead, they should go to 
Timberland - it is closer and within walking distance for many of the students.  This would also avoid adding to the 
already heavy traffic on Murray.  Thank you,  Steve

02/17/2020 Suresh nasureshkumar@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS

Thanks Committee and Board Members.Request from Springville community does not make sense asking findley kids 
to go 18 to 25 mins bus currently they can reach the school by 2 to 5 mins. Also the same community not ready to 
travel extra 5 to 10 mins which is not fair asking other kids to travel.I see findley  most affected by multiple splits in 
elementary kids. Also basic rule we can't have two growing community in the same school which have the same issue 
in 2 years.Same community is arguing to keep their kids not to split. All the time SPV community don't want to 
comprise anything. Findley and Jacob are working closely atleast 20 years. More effort by findley parent to the school.

02/17/2020 Naveen Kasam naveen.kasam@gmail.com Springville K-8

2025 NUMBERS ARE NOT IN BSD OBJECTIVESPV &#43; SATO &#43; JW - SUMMA meets the BSD objective of 90% at 
Stoller in 2021. 2025 numbers are not in BSD objective, and even if they are it will be an additional 1 or 2 kids in the 
class.  It is better to have an extra 1 or 2 kids in the class than bussing over 500 kids to the longest commute in entire 
BSD for regular middle school.

02/17/2020 Rithvik naveen404@yahoo.com Springville K-8

ARE WE REMOVING PORTABLES FROM ALL SCHOOLS?There was a concern on Stoller numbers go TINY over capacity 
in 2025. Is BSD removing all portables from ALL schools by 2025? Was there a clear direction from BSD on this?

02/17/2020 Abhilash Akula abakula123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee,Please read the effects on long commutes on kids at below 
link:https://www.citylab.com/life/2019/05/high-school-commute-drive-sleep-exercise-children-teens/588850/Quick 
Summary:1. Long commutes take an even bigger toll on exercise, a big problem given the growing obesity epidemic 
among children2.Each additional minute of commuting is associated with an even greater 1.3-minute reduction in 
sleep. To put that in perspective, if one student had a 10-minute commute, and a second had a 30- minute commute, 
the second student would get an average of 26 minutes less sleep. 3. Long commutes to school have negative impacts 
on children[?]s well-being, especially on sleep and exercise.4. The extra time spent commuting must come from 
somewhere, and unfortunately it appears that the activities that students are most likely to sacrifice are precisely 
those with important consequences for their physical health: exercise and sleep5. Reducing commutes to school would 
not only take pressure off our already congested roads, it would provide a big boost to the health and wellness of 
America[?]s teens.6. More screen time on bus, More chance for Bullying.7. Hard to reach school in case of emergency - 
lock outs, weather etc

02/17/2020 pik kei k yip kateyip2009@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

Small schools deserve equal consideration to large schools. Our kids are important—equally important—to every other 
kid in the district.  There is not reason that just throw Rock Creek to Five Oak by itself with most of the student attend 
Five Oak are from southern community.  Map A is not good for Rock Creek as well as most of the school at BSD.  
Capacity is really a concern in Map A because some school are way over capacity and others are below capacity. Why 
we shovel problems from one to another instead of resolving it?  Map C 2.0 definitely provide a better capacity 
roadmap for BSD.  The equity is also a concern for Map A. If equity is in important factor that BSD would like to keep, 
Map A shouldn't be considered. on the other hand, Map C 2.0 definitely minimize the equity difference between 
schools in BSD. Transportation cost is also reduced in Map C 2.0.  Extra money saved due to less bus route can be use 
for helping struggled students, improve education quality, or invest on TAG students.  5&#43; minutes of driving is 
definitely not a big issue of some communities. In Rock creek community, ~ 40% of the parents agree to split if it 
resolves and address equity, capacity, academic balance, and cost.  Boundary adjustment can't be &#34;hijacked&#34; 
or deviated by irritating behavior, inappropriate signs, noisy roaring, and overwhelming biased comments. Please 
reject Map A consider Map C 2.0.
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02/17/2020 prashanthi yeredla prashanthi.yeredla@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I strongly oppose splitting any schools feeder   We should create opportunities for kids to excel and cherish school but 
splitting schools would do the opposite. There was a suggestion to split schools based on walkable zones wish could 
also reduce transportation cost but I would like to remind the committee that this is not a cost reduction exercise. The 
mental and emotional will being of kids is far more important than the relative cost savings with each of the three 
maps. Please do not split Findley. Please have entire Findley go to Stoller. If that of not possible, then please have 
entire Findley go to Timberland middle school with an option for walking community to go to Stoller. Please don[?]t 
prioritize Summa at Stoller over Findley or other elementary schools at Stoller.

02/17/2020 Rudhrakumar Venkatesan venkatru@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Please do not split findley elementary. It has been beyond reason that mental health of kids benefit through continued 
friendships.

02/17/2020 Abhilash Akula abakula123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee,Assign the portion of JW that reports into Sunset to Timberland. This will free up Stoller and solve 
everyone's issues (in addition to moving Findley &#43; Summa to Timberland). Let's utilize brand new school with 60 
million $ investment to the max capacity and release pressure on Stoller. JW to Timberland commute does not involve 
high ways - most of the commute is on Laid Law and Saltzman local roads. I agree with Jason's proposal few 
meetings back. Let's bring back this idea and discuss merits in next meeting....This idea of JW (Sunset portion) to 
Timberland is not an unreasonable request because:1. Look at Noyes Neighborhood and the way it is split across 
Springville and Sato. If you take NW 167th Ave, homes facing east report into SPV and opposite homes (facing West) 
to Sato. If this is a reasonable split in the eyes of BSD, splitting Jacob Wismer based on high school feeders is 
completely a fair request. This helps JW families and kids to maintain friendships in Timberland as well as Sunset 
schools. We obviously want their success as well as we all fall under BSD...We do not want strangers in High school. 2. 
JW is not worried about the long commute of SPV kids to Five Oaks so I request them to step forward and be a role 
model first by assigning Sunset reporting JW to Timberland.Many thanks to some of the committee members for 
proposing this idea. Let's have a serious discussion on this in next meeting....

02/17/2020 MadhuR mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

REGARDING PORTABLES: I know there is a long term goal to get rid of portables and it is really not clear what the 
plan for Stoller is, and what timeframes are. In the meantime, multiple elementary schools continue to have 
portables. For example, Jacob Wismer already has one portable and enrollment continues to grow.How is it realistic to 
get rid of portables in the middle school while the elementary schools feeding them continue to have portables and 
grow? Feels like we need a better plan to reduce portables in elementary schools first before ejecting entire 
neighborhoods out of the area middle schools.

02/17/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Sparks &amp; MS AC Committee,Springville kids want community bonding with North Bethany. Do not isolate 
them from rest of the North Bethany. Please don't let FARM LAND/PCC COLLEGE/ SHOPPING MALLS/ ROCK CREEK 
ES/WESTVIEW HS/HIGH CRASH CORRIDOR as our kids community.Please allow ALL of SPRINGVILLE to STOLLER.

02/17/2020 Mansen Wang mansenwang@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Thanks to all committee members for all your fair discussions/comments/questions at the meeting last week at Five 
Oaks. We appreciate all the time and efforts that you are taking to solve this complicated puzzle.First of all: 
COMMUNITY MATTERS! We have heard from every testimony and from comments to BSD that communities must 
remain intact. Springville is part of the North Bethany community. It should stay together. If part of them are sent to 5 
Oaks, they will become STRANGERS IN THEIR OWN COMMUNITY.We should focus on the capacity number of year 
2021 which is more reliable and stated in the objectives. The year 2025 data should not be discussed at all since it is 
just a prediction and may have big error.  Also, it is not within the scope of the committee to make speculations about 
growth that do not coincide with the data provided by the district.I also suggest that each school should have longer 
testimony time in the meeting. 2 mins for each school is way too short. The test time for the testimony is at the 
beginning or in the middle of the meeting, not at the end of the meeting.Thanks for your time and I appreciate all your 
work.

02/17/2020 Gauri Trivedi Gauritri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

START AT THE BOTTOMIf removing portables is a part of BSD[?]s plan please start from the elementary school so that 
it thins down the population moving to the middle schools. If portables are bad and unsafe for the middle schoolers, 
they are definitely worse for the younger elementary kids  PLEASE DON[?]T use removing portables conveniently as a 
band aid , start with elementary schools first.

02/17/2020 Prashanth Nair prash7e7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear Committee, I really appreciate your prudent participation and your effort to equitably make the middle schools 
accessible to all children. As a Springville parent I was quite relieved to see that our voice were being heard in the last 
meeting. Be it moving  Summa to Timberland or realizing Springvilles island situation in Map C, I realized that you all 
are really representing all children and not letting Springville community pain go in vain. Please dont throw our kids in 
the bus and have them shuttle back and forth for so long that the whole school experience becomes more tiresome 
and susceptible to bullying. Thank you again
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02/17/2020 Jennifer Jones jennijones@me.com Terra Linda Elem

My daughter is not yet school age, but when she is, it would be preferable that she be able to attend the schools most 
near our home.  As the current boundaries are drawn for middle school, she would be bussed/driven 15 minutes from 
our home to attend Meadow Park.  We would likely drive our child to school at this distance, which means that we 
would be further contributing to the congestion on Cornell/Murray Blvd and consuming unnecessary fossil fuels.  
However, if our daughter attended Timberland middle school in our neighborhood, she would be afforded the 
opportunity to safely walk about 5 minutes to school instead.

02/17/2020 Ben Levy Zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
SPRINGVILLE MATTERS TOO:  If all of Findley moves out of Stoller, they have options go all together to a new school 
at a reasonable distance for all.  Springville does not have that option.

02/17/2020 CHUNG-HAN LIN chunghan.lin@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem

I would like to thank the committee for recognizing the importance of Rock Creek staying with a northern neighbor in 
this boundary adjustment. The current versions of Map A have Rock Creek relocated to Five Oaks without a northern 
neighbor and that is simply unacceptable.  Map A create problems not only in northern community but whole BSD in 
terms of capacity. Multiple school &lt; 800 and the others overcapacity.  On top of that, Stoller capacity will have issue 
again in 2028 and I don't want to have another &#34;boundary adjustment meeting&#34;.  Reducing the cost of 
transportation is preferred because I would rather spending money on improving quality of education, helping 
struggled students, or even hire/relocate teachers for curriculum district-wise alignment.  5 extra minutes shouldn't 
been the key for boundary adjustment.  Map A also enlarge the equity gap between schools in BSD district. BSD should 
consider the best plan that meet the goals of cost, capacity, equity, academic, and community but not because of 
irritating/overwhelming signs, slogan, roars, and bias comments.

02/17/2020 Abhilash Akula abakula123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Respected Committee,Rate of growth for SPV &amp; Sato are different. SPV is already built and most families moved 
in and they already go to either SPV K-8 or Stoller. Current BSD numbers include these families. From now on, there 
will be incremental or organic growth expected at SPV. Sato is the only growing area. The statement that &#34;2 
growing communities won't fit into Stoller&#34; is not correct. By appropriately moving closer communities to 
Timberland, it is possible to avoid transporting 500 kids from SPV everyday to Five Oaks. Please prioritize 2021 
numbers over 2025. If you narrowly miss 2025 by 2-3% at Stoller, don't simply avoid that model if it satisfies all other 
objectives. However, try to hit 95% at Timberland for both 2021, 2025 as the primary objective behind building this 
school is to free up stoller and serve nearby areas. Thank You!

02/17/2020 Ben Levy Zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

GROWTH IS POSITIVE:  Let[?]s stop demonizing communities that are growing.  Growth benefits the district by 
bringing in per-student funds.  Do not discourage growth by punishing larger communities with long commutes and 
acting like new students are a problem.  Growth&#61; money for programs, teacher jobs, new construction, etc.  The 
school district exists because there are kids to attend school.

02/17/2020 Anita Yap anettehy@gmail.com Springville K-8
Hi I[?]m concerned that I can no longer see my grandkids after school if they are at Five Oaks.  Please send them to 
Stoller.

02/17/2020 Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

We should definitely get Stoller under permanent capacity (around 90%) in 2021.  This is to account for future growth- 
not to make Stoller 10% under capacity forever.  The idea is that this number WILL increase.  No scenario should have 
Stoller still at 90% in 2025.  Especially if other middle schools are at 100% or higher- Stoller isn[?]t special.

02/17/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

I would like to thank BSD AND ALL THE COMMITTEE MEMBERS for putting so much effort.  From the last meeting 
there was a clear agreement on the following conclusions:1. Move Summa out of Stoller to Timberland 2. Move whole 
of Findley to Timberland 3. Fill Stoller with JW, SATO AND SPRINGVILLE I hope this gets reflected in the final map.. 
don't surprise the Committee members and the Springville parents with a last minute twist and undoing all the 
consensus.

02/17/2020 Sach hsachin@gmail.com Springville K-8

Good Morning committee members. Thank you for spending valuable time. Until now we see 86 Jacob Wismer walk-
able SUMMA kids taking over most of the agenda. 86 kids SUMMA should not be dictating north boundary. This has 
ripple effect and cause 9400 kids to move away from their neighborhood school. 86 kids choosing optional program 
should not be driving the agenda. I would request you to consider taking holistic approach and move SUMMA to 
timberland. This was the plan since 2014 when previous superintendent has proposed overcrowding solution.

02/17/2020 Deniz Gezer Oguz deniz.g.oguz@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
Hi, As a Rock Creek neighborhood, we don't want to go to the Five Oaks alone. Rock Creek needs to be together with 
Bethany Elementary. Thank you.
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02/17/2020 srikrishna harsha nemani harshanemani@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

To the Advisory Committee and BSD staff, Thank you for all the efforts that you have all been putting into the 
boundary adjustment process.I urge the committee to move forward with Map C that has been submitted by the 
experts within the BSD. It reduces Stoller overcrowding both short-term and long run by not including the whole of two 
fast-growing communities (Springville and Sato). It keeps SUMMA commutes short and program sizes in the ideal 
range by having several SUMMA programs. It preserves walkability and minimizes fixed District expenses for buses by 
maintaining JW feeder the walkable area to the Stoller. Many middle school kids like to walk or bike to school to gain 
independence. Please adjust the boundary's in such a way that the kids go to near by middle school. Please continue to 
analyze MAP C that has been submitted by the experts within the BSD.

02/17/2020 Suresh sureshkumarnaidu@yahoo.com Findley Elem Stoller MS

Based on the comments went through all the previous meetings most of the school likes Map C like Bony Slope, Terra 
Linda, Oaks Hills and even commitee members etc and also requested to eliminate the split in elementary school. 
Based on the feedback if we resolve split in elementary school Map C is the right solution. bring Findley together in 
Stoller and move Summa to timber land will have enough kids in timber land. only school opposing is spring ville 
based on the solution study they have to travel 10 mins more to five oaks. Need to work little on 2.1 will resolve most 
of the issue.  Based on the transport cost Map C is the best option we undergone this issue when there is big budget 
issue for transport 2 years back.Asking kids who have 2 to 5 mins to reach stoller taking bus for another 20 mins ride is 
not fair at all.five oaks is the best option based on the current situation. Please consider not split to elementary school.

02/17/2020 Michelle Bisgard mich_bisgard@hotmail.com Stoller MS Sunset

I live 3 blocks from Stoller. Although my own child will not be affected by the boundary change (because he will be in 
high school), it will affect the community feel If students are put on busses who live in the walking zone. Stoller is 
surrounded by very walkable neighborhoods (walking paths, sidewalks) and everyday the paths and sidewalks are full 
of kids walking to and from Stoller.  I also find it financially irresponsible for the district to bus students that are within 
the walking zone to a different middle school. Please keep neighborhoods walking to Stoller and avoid unnecessary 
bussing even if it means having an extra 6 minutes on a bus for students who are already bussed.

02/17/2020 swapna moturu swapna.moturu9@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee - Greetings,  believe that Map C is the most realistic solution for the Middle School Boundaries. It 
reduces split feeder patterns and reduces disruption to students. They continue to go to school with friends and people 
they already know.It creates shorter and easier commutes for students and parents. It takes buses off the roads and 
reduces transportation costs to the district.It balances student capacity over the MS system. We won't be going 
through this again because growth as overloaded school(s). It balances student/economic diversity. At this time of 
polarized politics, we need people to be exposed to different back grounds.Test map C that considers walkability, 
transportation, demographic, Ethnicity, and diversity in Eligible free lunch.Keep the SUMMA program in Stoller. Thanks 
for considering this plan.

02/17/2020 Tina Wang gnaw_anit@hotmail.com Springville K-8

Please do not prioritize empty lots over close knit Springville community. There is no new development in our 
neighborhood. The new housing are in SATO boundary and many are still empty/unbuilt. To send our kids on a far 
commute out of their neighborhood, away from their neighborhood friends, to account for the [?]empty lots[?] is 
unjust. The objective of filling Stoller to 90% has already accounted for the future growth of Sato. Re-route the empty 
lots/unoccupied housing to another school should also be on the table. It will discourage the builders from building 
unchecked.

02/17/2020 Yajing Wang yajingyajing@gmail.com Springville K-8

The best solution to maximize the utilization of the  new middle school Timberland and to solve the overcrowded 
situation at Stoller is to move the closest elementary school Findley and the SUMMA program at Stoller to 
Timberland. No current communities deserve to be split due to the adjustment. The goal of public school system is to 
provide equal education for everyone. Option programs should not be prioritized over general students need.

02/17/2020 paige jones paiger_jones@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

The drive to Five Oaks is more than 22 minutes like people are claiming. If you go down there in rush hour or during 
school times it takes a lot longer than that. My daughter goes to Stoller which is 6 minutes from my house. From the 
time school gets out to the time she walks in the door it is 22 minutes because of the stops the bus makes along the 
way and the kids getting off the bus. That's for a school right down the street so imagine if it was for Five Oaks. It 
would be double that at least. Please consider that. If I have after school activiites I will be picking my kids up from the 
school with many other parents causing a lot of back up on the roads. It really makes no sense.
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02/17/2020 MadhuR mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

REGARDING THE ROLE OF TIMBERLAND:Dear AC committee members : It appears now that there is active lobbying 
for Timberland from other schools that have MANY OTHER middle schools nearby. I urge you to please stay focused on 
the objectives: RELIEVE Stoller, FILL Timberland. The #1 preference for Timberland should be to first absorb Stoller 
students that can be absorbed and should not be about catering to the preference of others with many other nearby 
middle school options.

02/17/2020 Lauren Yee Lwan@comcast.net Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

The transportation data clearly states 5 more minutes to Five Oaks.  Why do we even have to dispute that.  We have 
the data on how long it takes to pick up all the kids at Springville (since they are ALL bussed).  So, Springville has 
totally exaggerated the destination time of 40 minutes in every meeting.   Their exaggeration does not make it Ok for 
the walking Stoller kids to be bussed to another school because Springville parents want to share the time being on 
the bus.  This makes no sense.   Why do the neighborhood families of Stoller deal with all the school functions and 
cars all over their neighborhood when their kids can[?]t even go to the school?  Please keep Findley together in one 
community with Jacob Wismer.

02/17/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com Springville K-8

Please tell me if this isn't ironic.  BSD built a 64 million dollar Timberland facility to relieve middle school congestion.  
The result : Springville kids get kicked out of their closest middle school, Stoller, and Timberland remains 
underutilized.  Meanwhile, the kids closest to Timberland still ends up in Stoller. If this happens, I will extremely 
regret voting for that bind measure.  Guess what my vote will be next time BSD brings vinds in the table?

02/17/2020 May mrwang.npu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Please Remember the first objective? FILL UP THE BRAND NEW MIDDLE SCHOOL TIMBERLAND!!!!! If you fill up the 
new school with the reasonable close elementary schools, Stoller issue is solved --- Findley and summa move to 
Timberland give Stoller 90.5% of permanent capacity in 2021 (objective achieved) and 108% in 2025 (not in objective 
and with BSD higher prediction ). How crowd Stoller now? Over 168%!!! We will be far away from where we are in 
2025! It is the best solution for timberland utilization and Stoller overcrowded.

02/17/2020 Annie Deng Annied0403@yahoo.com Errol Hassell Elem Sunset Option C

02/17/2020 Priya Mani heypriya@gmail.com

It is becoming extremely important in this process, that the committee be given all the data and numbers, before they 
make a decision that impacts us long-term. Please provide SUMMA Students by Grid Code Map for the year 2020-
2021, because the District should have those numbers at this present time. Please provide us with numbers for Stoller 
SUMMA numbers. It is inconceivable that all present maps show SUMMA projections to remain steady through 2025. 
Even though populations in south BSD are declining, while those in North Bethany are exploding, the identified 
SUMMA eligible kids cannot be thought of as a straight line (steady). This is because where the growth is, SUMMA 
numbers are likly to riseas well, in these new and growing communities.

02/17/2020 Beverly Naymyo Thinnaymyo@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Sunset Springville K-8

We concerned about the changing Middle School bountary. The most resonable and commuting are closest to Stroller 
MS from Springville. We don't understand why the Five Oaks Middle school option. The area locations and populations 
should feed to the closest school. Also, another options are the residents who live closely to the middle school 
regardless of which elementary from. Thank you.

02/17/2020 Jagadevi Chikkalli jagadevi.chikkalli@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Whats the ONE reason that SpringVille should be in Stoller ?Just 5 minutes of increase in commute time doesn't 
justify to keep SpringVille at Stoller.Please remember this is LONG RANGE PLANNING.We have to solve Stoller 
overcrowding problem for LONG TIME.

02/17/2020 PZ pzhang.npu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

REGULAR KIDS OVER SUMMAPlease do not prioritize OPTION SUMMA program over regular education. Move Summa 
to the brand new school Timberland where there is much space. 500 Springville kids should not be ejected from their 
communities for 86 Summa kids from Jacob Wismer.Most other schools have many proximal options less than 4 
miles, but Springville only have Stoller. DO NOT PUNISH Springville WITHOUT AN ALTERNATIVE.

02/17/2020 Sid siddappa.attur@gmail.com

YES/NO signs in the last meeting at Five Oaks disturbed a lot, we were not able to hear sitting behind and couldn't 
see maps.Please do not encourage this kind of mob behavior.Committe should look at the data provided not how many 
are wearing red T-Shirts or signs.If you encourage this behavior, many schools can do it.Hopefully expecting a more 
civilized meeting next week.

02/17/2020 Tao Hua thua181@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I support Map C, C 2.0 and C2.1 for the following reasons:1. Meet board policy: meets neighborhood proximity and 
accessibility.2. Meet board objective: stoller middle school at its optimal utilization, not under-utilized and just slightly 
over.3. Cause least impact to existing students, families and existing programs.4. Have lowest traffic which improves 
student safety5. Add lowest cost: Walking distance students still walk to school. Do not need addition busses to 
transport hundreds of students.Options A 2.0, A 2.1, C 2.2 do not meet objective. Stoller still over-capacity. Option A 
does not follow board policy, violating neighborhood proximity and accessibility test. Any option violating Board policy 
should not be considered.
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02/17/2020 B Walker blair.walker@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Hello committee!  Please take into consideration that, within the last couple of years, Springville elementary students 
were separated from their friends and neighbors when Sato elementary was built.  While it was a sad transition, I 
believe most involved understood how and why the boundaries were drawn as they are.  Now, those same students 
are in danger of being separated (again) from their friends and neighbors; however, this time, the alternative is to 
attend a school (Five Oaks) that would result in the longest middle school commute in the district!  We are unable to 
understand why this option is being considered.  Please don't take the northern-most community in the district and 
send us SO far south.  I have to cross the freeway myself several times during the week, and the traffic is awful - it's 
getting worse and we definitely don't want to add to it.  Thanks.

02/17/2020 Allison Alti allison2688@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
How will Five Oaks cope with an influx of new students?  Soon that school will be overcrowded, and this problem will 
start all over again.

02/17/2020 Casey Lang caseyterryn@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

My main concern with changing of boundaries and changing of any school is the well being our kids.  Starting in one 
school and then having no choice but to change after the first year is the biggest concern.  Any choice which is made 
needs to eliminate or ease this transition in anyway.  Building friendships and having any positive relationships in MS 
then having to pick up and start brand new in a school, this will have a negative impact on so many kids who already 
going through so much emotions during this difficult time in their lives.  Why being adults and the leaders for our kids 
put our kids in an unhealthy situation.  Living on the west side of Oak Hills we definitely feel like we get the short end 
of the stick and we will fit where ever someone wants us.  Map C leaves West Oak Hills will the least disruption to any 
school.  As we were part of the agreed upon High School transition and go to Westview, I think going to Sunset with 
the other classmates would be less of a disruption.I was in High School at Sunset when Westview opened in 1994 and 
talking to classmates who had no choice to move from schools their Junior year was a tough transition and not 
something they felt like they had any say in.  I would think this many year later we would be smarter about this 
decisions about where to build schools prior to the schools being built and uprooting kids.No matter the choice I would 
hope the decision is made which is the least disruptive to our young kids who are fragile at this time and we do not 
harm them when not needed.Thank youIf the boundaries are changed for our West Side of Oak Hills I will not go to 
Meadow Park and go to another school in 2021, why not start in 2020 so relieve this disruption,

02/17/2020 May mrwang.npu@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

First, thank you all the memebers to move the meeting forward with Map A.  Jacob, Springville and Sato are marked 
as North Bethany. If these three school are able to go to middle school even high school together, that's maximum the 
community union. Our Springville kids' extracurriculums are mostly all in Bethany village. If sending Springville kids to 
Five Oaks, it will isolate our kids from our community. Please keep Springville in North Bethany. NO ISOLATION 
SPRINGVILLE FROM NORTH BETHANY!!!

02/17/2020 Priyanka Aggarwal aggpri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

THANK YOU BSD AND COMMITTEE FOR KEEPING NORTH BETHANY TOGETHERMany our friends from other 
communities are from Sato. We are actually SISTER Community and were part of same Springville Elementary School 
before Sato started. Together our Kids go to Stoller Middle School and then to Westivew for High School.

02/17/2020 Anandha hanandhakrishnan@gmail.com

Thanks to AC members for spending their time to work on this boundary adjustment process; very much appreciate on 
their efforts.  Towards the end of Feb 13th meeting, AC members all got aligned and they did agree on moving 
SUMMA to Timberland should be a good option to consider which would help in meeting the objective of finding a 
feeder pattern to fill the Timberland capacity and also the objective of reducing the overcrowding at stoller.  This will 
also be beneficial to Springville kids as they dont need to travel a long distance to take regular middle school program.

02/17/2020 Priyanka Aggarwal aggpri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

PROJECTION DATA OVER REAL COMMUNITY2025 Numbers are Projections, 2021 is Real. 2025 has Margin of Error, 
2021 has Margin of Community Bonding. 2025 is WANT 2021 is NEED.2025 fits in 2021, it is matter of 1-2 extra Kids in 
Class of 30. Don't Split the Community for this small adjustment.
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02/17/2020 Shannon Lyon Cornelius shannon.cornelius@gmail.com Springville K-8

Please keep Springville at Stoller- I am a Springville parent who drives the route from our neighborhood to five oaks 
area twice a week during rush hour for my kids[?] activities. It takes at least 30 minutes during rush hour. I know the 
data is saying 22 minutes but during rush hour it[?]s much worse. Middle schools get out later than elementary and 
around that 4pm hour it starts to get really congested. Add in all the parents that would then be commuting down, 
plus bus stops, and the kids are looking at an hour long bus ride twice a day. That leaves them no time for activities, 
play, or homework! I know we are all being shifted around here but because timberland was built so far East of where 
all the new building is, it only makes sense that all the school boundaries shift a bit east. If findley and summa move 
to Timberland it allows Stoller to accommodate the north Bethany schools, including Springville. We have also just 
lost our middle school at Springville so please allow us to continue to attend middle school in our community. Thank 
you!

02/17/2020 Harikishan Nagireddy harikishanreddyn@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear BSD Committe,I am a Springville parent and my son is a kindergartener. Though he has another 5 years to go to 
middle school, I am really worried about a plan that is being considered and in which Springville is going to feed to 
Five Oaks, instead Stroller. Please do not consider this plan for various reasons like,Travel distance from Sprinville to 
Five Oaks is 3 times longer than the distance from Springville to StrollerDo not take out (apart or whole) Springville 
from its neighborhood schools Sato and JWPlease consider every single aspect and make an appropriate decision.

02/17/2020 Kalpana Nagireddy kalpanareddy.june19@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear Committe,Please do not make Springville kids to travel all the wat to Five Oaks and keep it with its 
neighborhood/community schools Sato and JW. There are other possible to ways to fill the desire with out moving 
Sprinville to Five Oaks.

02/17/2020 Aditya Kapoor kapooraditya@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB I strongly recommend and vote to keep Findley community undivided and in stoller , I support map C 2.1.

02/17/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Springville has been built out with minimal growth. All the growth are in Sato area. Don't uproot established 
community Springville for the sake of future built in Sato. Don't work for the builders, support the kids that already 
exists in Springville.

02/17/2020 Anandha hanandhakrishnan@gmail.com

Dear AC members, what are the different option programs we have other than SUMMA? Do kids walk to school to 
take all these option programs or do they go by bus? If they go by bus, Why Is SUMMA In Stoller middle school alone 
being treated differently than others - for walkability?

02/17/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com Springville K-8 Please keep Springville in Stoller.  Please be fair to our kids!

02/17/2020 Douglas Yap dougyap1377@gmail.com Springville K-8

Wouldn't it be the right time to move the Summa program out of Stoller?In 2018, Cedar Park was asked to move to 
Meadow Park for consolidation.  Why not do the same now that we have space elsewhere?Link 
:https://www.cedarparkptc.org/news/2018/6/12/upcoming-cedar-park-changes-for-2018-19

02/17/2020 Lauren Yee Lwan@comcast.net Findley Elem Stoller MS

Please keep Findley Elementary together.  Do not split.  It is unfair how a new development can push their way 
through, and say this is their neighborhood because it is their closest middle school and I live less than 1.8 miles close 
to Stoller and it isn[?]t mine?  Just because the sheer volume of parents and how loud they are?  Growth at Springville 
and Sato can not be sustained in Stoller and soon will be pushing out another walking community out, Jacob Wismer.  
BSD should not waste money to bus an entire Findley School where half is walking to another school (Timberland) and 
have another school (Springville) all bussed in.   I didn[?]t know the trick was to buy a house 5 miles away from the 
middle school and that would be your school, versus a house that is 1.8 miles close to the middle school!

02/17/2020 Ben Levy Zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE GETS STOLLER TO AROUND 90% PERMANENT CAPACITY IN 2021:  Get Stoller to 90% permanent 
capacity in 2021.  But don[?]t underutilize Stoller in later years while other schools use portables.  Stoller isn[?]t so 
special they can[?]t use all their space in the future.  We are just making room now for inevitable growth.

02/17/2020 Sandeep Kumar sandysrivastava@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MARGINAL INCREASE DOESN'T WARRANT COMMUNITY SPLITThere was talk that Springville, Sato and JW cannot fit 
at Stoller with 2025 Projections Numbers after moving SUMMA out. Projection Data for 2025 is showing Stoller will be 
10% over Total Permanent Capacity in 2015 with All Springville, Sato and JW without any Split in Community. This is 3 
Extras Kids in Class of 30 with 2025 Projection Data.This is much better and acceptable Solution as it is keeping All 
Communities All Together without any SPLIT, it is also keeping Commute to School within reasonable Time and Miles 
with respect to District Average. Also, Growth in these Communities will be Settled and everything will be below 
Capacity. It is matter of 2-3 Years when it could be little above Permanent Capacity and then it will be below 
Permanent Capacity.
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02/17/2020 Sreedhar Koneru sreekon@gmail.com Findley Elem

Hello Committee members,As indicated in your presentation, that you have achieve 90% of Stoller capacity, adding 
neighborhoods that are projected to grow in the near future doesn[?]t fit this requirement. They will soon run over the 
capacity for Stoller Middle School. Please make boundary adjustments that take urban growth boundary into 
consideration. Few years ago, I did not imagine that we will have that kind of sprawl in North Bethany. I dont know 
the plans on how city is planning to expand and how many new homes are going to be constructed. Dont split 
elementary school kids for tactical solution. Lastly, I urge BSD to plan and build a new middle school in North Bethany.

02/17/2020 Laurel Ann Chakravorti neirual@hotmail.com Highland Park MS Mountainside

As a family with a home that goes to Cooper Mountain Elementary, Highland Park Middle, and Mountainside High 
Schools, I would like to go on record to say that the majority of the families coming from Cooper Mountain Elementary 
would like to keep the boundaries &#34;status quo&#34;. It seems that the families that attend Mountain View 
Middle from Cooper Mountain Elementary (a small fraction of all CME families) would like to stay there. I'm not 
saying they should move. Keep it as it is and keep those of us at Highland Park and Mountainside as we are. Thank you 
for the time, effort, consideration and grief (!) you've put into this process. It's a thankless job and I appreciate you all.

02/17/2020 Venkata Suryadevara gokulsuryadevara@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Mr. Sparks and the Honorable Committee I have been actively volunteering at JW for the past 2 years (since my 
daughter joined Kindergarten) and I am planning to volunteer as much as possible. From the recent boundary 
adjustment hearing, it seemed quite obvious that there are options narrowed down that to that I am not aligned to. 
There are 2 issues that I'd like to provide my point of view on. 1. The boundary adjustment is primarily to solve the 
overcrowding issues of Stoller - Please review the enrollment numbers and the future growth into consideration. 2. 
SUMMA program - BSD's FAQ page clearly states that this program will not be impacted in the process of boundary 
adjustment. I have a reason to believe, from the last meeting, that SUMMA is considered to move to Timberland MS. 
Please do not deviate from the primary issue of solving overcrowding issue of Stoller. Thank you!

02/17/2020 Marcelo Da Cruz Pinto marcelo.dacruz@gmail.com Findley Elem
Please don[?]t split up Findley! Doing so is not putting the children[?]s best interest first, dividing them before such a 
big transition to middle school would be quite cruel.

02/17/2020 Priyanka Aggarwal aggpri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Objective for Stoller: 90% of PERMANENT CAPACITY in 2021 It is met by keeping All Springville &#43; All Sato &#43; 
All JW feeding to Stoller and moving SUMMA out of Stoller. It is coming out to be 88% of Permanent Capacity of 
Stoller and hence met the Objective set by BSD in 2021.As BSD confirmed the Objective to keep Stoller at 90% is 
decided to allow Head room for future Growth. So Accept this Solution

02/17/2020 Chandan Kundapur chandankundapur@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Thanks to the members of the committee for being pragmatic and discussing options to move Summa out of stroller 
to make room at Stroller . An options program ( even if called by some other name ) should not be prioritized over the 
regular kids enrollment . Please keep Springville part of the North Bethany community . My son goes to classes in 
Bethany village and will be isolated with no friends after school even moved to Five Oaks .

02/17/2020 Sri Srib467@gmail.com Springville K-8

Summa is 8% of the total population. I totally agree with the the committee that we should move away from 
discussing that 8% of the population and focus on the regular middle schoolers. Let's move Summa to the new 
Timberland school. With findley having the most number of Summa kids in the district, it makes sense to move 
Summa from Stoller to Timberland. This creates room for springville at Stoller and saves springville kids from 
traveling through roads notorious for traffic and crashes all the way to a different neighborhood school in Five Oaks.

02/17/2020 Monica Li ptmyli@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I vote map C. I live in Oakridge Estates. My son will be a middle schooler in two years. It makes sense for him to go to 
Stoller middle school instead of any other middle schools. The reason is very simple. Because we are very close to 
Stoller MS. All of our Oakridge Estates students can just walk to school. No school bus needed. No parents drop off 
either. Walk to school within walking distance is the best way in both economically and environmentally. Image I want 
to fly to CA. Without doubt I will go to the closest airport PDX. I wouldn't drive all the way to Seattle airport then fly to 
CA.

02/17/2020 Prashanth Nair prash7e7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear committee members, I am a Springville parent and thank you for hearing our voice in last weeks meeting. 
Problems in the north of 26 should solved within north without disturbing the patterns of south. Also it doesn't make 
sense to shuttle poor Springville kids for such a long distance to five oaks while other schools like Jacob wismer are 
nearer to five oaks than Springville. No to Map C and all its variants as it is going to divide north bethany community in 
the name of saving few dollars in transportation costs. Jason and Abhijith had done some solid analysis to disregard 
Map c and its variants. Also most other committee members were with us to wholeheartedly support us and 
understand our concerns. Really appreciate all.
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02/17/2020 Prashanth Nair Prashanth.Nair@asu.edu Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear committee membersOur kids extra curricular activities are all located in Bethany village and we cannot afford to 
send them to Five oaks as they would end up missing a good portion of that. Please do what right and that was well 
reflected by all your committee members during the last meeting where majority of you unanimously disregarded 
map c and supported moving Summa to Timberland. Jacob wismer is fighting for Summa to be in their vicinity while 
we at Springville are fighting for equity so that our kids goto school at a reasonable distance : which is Stoller. PLEASE 
SUPPORT FOR WHAT FEELS RIGHT TO YOUR HEART. Thanks.

02/17/2020 Prashanth Nair prash7e7@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear committee members During last meeting you had a choice between cost of transportation vs kids wellbeing and 
most of you chose kids well being by disregarding Map C and its variants. We at Springville are thankful to you and I 
hope you stand by this commitment to save kids being hauled and Springville community treated as an island. Problem 
is the north should be solved within its boundaries as there are more cost saving opportunities down south (Jason had 
great points about it). Transportation trials were not required to prove how bad or good the commute situation is. 
Year round there can be many variants like construction, weather collusion with office goers etc that need to be 
considered. Please don't put out kids for such adventurous plans to save few transportation dollars. There may be 
much better cost saving options to consider. Thank you all.

02/17/2020 Dinela Ramku dina.ramku@gmail.com Findley Elem

We ask BSD to focus on the sustainable solution of the boundary setting objective.  That means opting for a solution 
that optimizes for long term, feeder patterns and minimal transportation costs.  That means that Rock Creek should 
remain together and along with Springville go to Five Oaks.

02/17/2020 Pramodh bangaru pb97229@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee membersThank you for your service FEB 13 meeting Tera Linda testimony  made Springville 
community head scratching!.If you look at the  where Tera Linda located , they have 3 middle schools with in 3 mile 
radius where as SpringVille has 1. Their testimony is  wrong in so many levels, they seems to have issues with 
calculating with numbers.  SVP is only request to keep them in only middle school that we have with in nature 
geographical boundary  and not send down south which increases the travel time 2.5X and also increases the accident 
rates and we are more concerned with safety our children than distance at this point. Thank you for reading

02/17/2020 S Srib467@gmail.com Springville K-8

The maps that split Springville in Brugger road are divisive, splitting a close knit neighborhood right in the middle, and 
sending a very small group of children away from their North Bethany friends. There is no connection between  
Springville and Rock Creek due to PCC's presence right next to Springville. Do not split springville. These maps that split 
schools have Already created tensions in many neighborhoods. Please reject any map that divide schools.

02/17/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Sparks &amp; MS AC Committee,Only map A2.0 (minus Summa &#43; Walkable Findley ) can meet the MS JC 
objective  to make Stoller approx. 90% in 2021. None of the other maps will not meet the objective. JW, All of 
SPRINGVILLE and Sato can fit in Stoller.Please do not isolate &amp; segregate Springville  from North Bethany 
community.  Our kids need community bonding and friendships. Springville provides diversity and equity to 
Stoller.Please consider all of Springville to feed to Stoller. Do not split schools.

02/17/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

First objective: reduce overcrowding in StollerSecond Objective: fillup Timberland The most logical way with minimum 
disruption is to move Summa and Findley to Timberland. Summa is an OPTIONAL PROGRAM by CHOICE. Prioritize 
regular curriculum over OPTIONAL program. Keep Springville in Stoller. That is our only NEIGHBORHOOD school. Do 
the right thing.

02/17/2020 Devesh Srivastava vedirs@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear AC Committee members,I would request that you stay focused on the objectives to relieve over crowding at 
Stoller and fill Timberland. It would be unfair to sent one of the northern most community (Springville K-8) from 
Bethany  to a school 4-5 miles south,  whereas optional program or schools with multiple Middle school options are 
not moved. With Summa out, 2021 numbers for Stoller will be below 90% and even with growth that might happen in 
Sato it would be around 100% in 2025 . Please do not keep schools under utilized (Timberland and Stoller) just based 
on some speculative number that may not be very accurate. It also forces kids from a community (Springville) to 
sacrifice by separating from the neighborhood , having to go through the longest commute in BSD through the busiest 
roads in the area. It will leave them with less time available for after school activities and reducing parents 
involvement in school. Thank youDevesh
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02/17/2020 Santosh krishnamurrhy Santosh.krish2480@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS

Dear BSD committe  members,I would like urge BSD committe members to  strongly consider following points while 
making decision on middle  school boundary adjustments for north bethany.1. Walkabikity cannot be discounted as 
privilege. Many of us in north bethany area buy home next to school keeping in mind our long term vision of having 
kids safely walk to school. Thus it is pertinent that BSD keep this factor in mind while  drawing new boundaries. We 
cannot move an entire community which is right opposite to a middle school 5 miles away to be busd away. It is 
beyond reason for springville parents to comment on their commute times and concerns while they have no problem 
with having walkable findley kids bus to school. County has spent our hard earned tax dollars to build trails and 
connect the schools. We cannot let these go waste. 2. Avoid elementary school splits. Most of the maps suggest it 
across the communities.  Not splitting elementary schools should be a boundary condition for this committe. This 
critical to keeping kids psychologically healthy. I herevy propose we keep findlet elementary school as a whole in 
stoller and not split the school.3. Keep SUMMA kids together no matter what the decision is this year. Which means 
once kids enroll into SUMMA this year we should not split them again. For stoller kids this means we keep the entire 
summa in stoller or move it entirely out to timberline if thats  the final proppsal.  This should happen to ensure 
summa kids health is mainatined and they dont go through one more split next year. 4. Springville and Sato are 
growing communities and having both feeding to stoller will not be sustainable in long term. If SPV  needs to be part 
of stoller then somethings got to give which means entire SUMMA might need to move out of stoller  to timberline. 
Also moving out entire SUMA will not ensure stoller have sustainable crowding solution in place. This means in 
addition to summa moving out we will need to rebalance kids which meand findley as a whole might need to move 
out to timberline. This i say despite being a findley parent as for me kids pyschological state of mind is more 
important than other factors. Option 1:Stoller schhool feeders: findley, JW, sato with summa in stoller.Spv feed to 
FO.Option 2:Stoller school fedders; SPV , sato and JW with no SUMMaTimberline: findley, bonny slipe, cedar hills with 
SUMMA in timberline I know this is a difficult problem to have and i urge BSD to look at all optipns and consider anove 
points while making their decision.Santosh

02/17/2020 Anitha anubangaru4u@mail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee members Thank you for recognizing that prioritizing welfare of  500 SVP kids is more 
important than 80 SUMMA kids from JW and deciding to SUMMA to Timberland. JW community is older established 
community and the total number of middle school population will be reduced over the coming years and this is evident 
in the lang range planning committee and PSU numbers and JW current 20% SUMMA qualified number will be 
reduced further and SVP and SATO number will increase .  Asking to keep SUMMA over regular KIDS well being is 
inhuman. So thank you for recognizing this equity measure.

02/17/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Fellow North Bethany community neighbors,As you know Stoller runs 180% permanent capacity now. But I'm puzzled 
when some of our dearest neighbors are making a big issue when Stoller will be around 108% permanent capacity. 
Stoller can easily accommodate this w/o using portables. Do not make Springville kids as strangers to your kids when 
they meet in Bethany library, Starbucks shop, at QFC, Ice cream sshop, Tac bell, Chess classes, Karate classes and in 
Bethany Village Fair. Please do not punish Springville kids and not disconnect them from North Bethany community.

02/17/2020 Ankita Srivastava ankitasaxena30@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear Committee members, Thanks for your hard work through the process of boundary adjustment process.   We  at 
Springville are a close knit community here, and I am opposed to splitting Springville from our North Bethany 
neighbors (in part or whole!).   Please do the right thing and keep ALL of Springville with our North Bethany 
Community. NO SPV Splits. Don[?]t isolate and segregate us from our community.  It is not true that Springville is still 
growing. It is already a stable growth area with no more new developments in its boundary. Please keep our 
community intact for ALL of Springville, Sato and JW at Stoller. Move the OPTIONAL summa program and ALL of 
Findley to Timberland. This will meet the JC objective to fill the new school while keeping Stoller at 90% total capacity 
in 2021. It will also be below capacity in 2025. As for 2025 numbers, please do not sacrifice communities for 
projections that we are not even sure are accurate. BSD has been wrong about projections last year, hence the budget 
deficit. BSD has already made a mistake by building the new Timberland in the wrong place, made mistakes in 
projections last year hence the budget shortfall and you are asking the whole Springville community to take the burden 
for these mistakes. Please do not prioritize any unreasonable solution just to save a few dollars in transportation 
costs. Our students well-being and sense of community matters far more. Thank you for considering these points.
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02/17/2020 Bangaru bangaru2@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee members Thank you for your service .Springville and SATO are two close knit communities 
and SVP only has one Middle Schools  with in 4 mile radius . Please don't isolate Springville by splitting it with its 
north Bethany community and send it all the way to FIVE OAKS. This issue can be easily solved if you look through the 
equity lenses. Don't prioritize SUMMA OVER Regular KidsThank you

02/17/2020 Ann G ann.g2613@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Geographical location is one of the most important features of a school. If Timberland were closer to the rest of the 
communities, getting student population in middles schools below full capacity in the next five years won't be such an 
issue. As it is, we are being coerced into moving our children to another school (Five Oaks) and this is tearing us apart 
from the rest of our community. Our children also deserve the right to attend a school close to home so that they can 
be among friends and family, keeping relationships that bond us together as a community.

02/17/2020 Ankita Srivastava ankitasaxena30@gmail.com Springville K-8

PLEASE KEEP SPRINGVILLE (No Splits) IN STOLLER.  THE only Reasonable Option for our Kids. Dear Committee 
Members, Please do not split us from North Bethany to keep space for some speculative growth for 2025, that will 
always have some errors. We know what brings us down to 90% in 2021, that is by keeping Sprigville, Sato and Jacob 
Wismer in stoller and it will keep us around 100% in 2025. Do not  banish current kids from a community just because 
we want to keep extra space for some future growth kids that may happen by 2025, which even with projected growth 
is not going to be problematic.Thank youAnkita

02/17/2020 Pramodh pb97229@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee Members .I request you not Prioritize empty lots and homes that are not built over Children 
living in neighborhood. Please focus on 2021 numbers , 2025 number are projections which have been overestimated. 
its evident with recent BSD budget cuts due to wrong projection from previous calculations . So please prioritize the 
2021 number more and also reaching 100% full capacity for Stoller in 2025 even with overestimated numbers still 
work since the growth after 2025 in north Bethany numbers are negligible for year 2025 beyond (PSU 2025 -2029 
number prove this). The Problem will solve itself after2025 as JW number will go down and springville and SATO will 
be stable communities as there is no land to build after 2023.

02/17/2020 Cathy Bobk2u@gmail.com Findley Elem

PLEASE LISTEN TO THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT Please focus on walk ability to Stoller and it[?]s ok if you 
have to Split Findley between Stoller and Timberland based on walk ability. We are walking distance from Stoller and 
would prefer to walk to Stoller.

02/17/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Please do not make Springville kids as strangers in the North Bethany community by sending them to 
Fiveoaks.Springville is an integral part of North Behnay community. Demographically sending SPV can't be part of Five 
oaks.Do not split or separate Springville from North bethany. Please let Springville community to feed Stoller along 
with JW and Sato.

02/17/2020 anitha anubangaru4u@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear BSD and Committee members Thank you for being fair and working hard for all kids.PROXIMITY MATTERS FOR 
SPRINGVILLE TOOSome want to walk to school but what about the kids who have no choice but go on bus to  middle 
school and getting bullied in the bus ,exposing them for more screen time already . with removal of 6-8 from SVP, SVP 
have no other choice then Stoller to be able to spend less time reaching any middle school, if this is taken away from 
these kids that will increase 2.5X more travel time which increases more bulling. According to one survey , more than 
10% of Billing happens on the School Bus and the longer the journey  the chance of having bulling increases,  since 
there is hardly any supervision in the bus, its the perfect place for someone get bullied and there is no place to 
escape.So please request every AC to choose proximity over walk-ability.

02/17/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Projections are not infallible, as we well know considering the current budget problems that have resulted from the 
district[?]s OVER-projections. It[?]s certainly wise to look ahead, but we have to ask ourselves how much we[?]re 
willing to risk based on what-ifs. Are we willing to tear apart communities on the off chance that we may need to use 
a portable for a couple of years? Are we willing to send an entire elementary school of students through FIVE of the 
county[?]s identified high-crash/high-injury intersections (two of which are ranked among the absolute WORST in the 
county) to avoid the possibility that we may see an extra 2-3 kids in a classroom for a couple of years? With 
Springville, Jacob Wismer, and Sato at Stoller we can meet the approximately 90% permanent capacity objective for 
2021 as well as avoid the use of portables in 2025 with the addition of an extra 2-3 children per class. Should 
projections be wrong and enrollment is higher than expected, already existing portables will simply act as insurance. If 
projections are ONCE AGAIN OVER-ESTIMATED (as they recently have been), we would be well within permanent 
capacity. Please don[?]t gamble my child[?]s neighborhood middle school, their community, and their safety on 
projections that have been wrong many times before. Portables at Stoller provide an insurance policy for margin of 
error in the projections. With this insurance policy in place we will most certainly not be back to where we are now by 
2025.
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02/17/2020 Jagan Kankara jmkreddy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Committee members, Thanks all the work you guys are doing.  I just want to clarify few things based on what I 
hear the board members discussed. It is not true that Springville is still growing. It is already a stable growth area 
with no more new developments in its boundary. Please keep our community intact for ALL of Springville, Sato and JW 
at Stoller. Move the OPTIONAL summa program and ALL of Findley to Timberland.  This will fulfill your objective of 
reducing the overcrowd at Stoller. Please do the right thing and keep ALL of Springville with our North Bethany 
Community. NO SPV Splits. Don[?]t isolate and segregate us from our community.

02/17/2020 Ashwini ashbait@outlook.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

TIME MATTERS:I work at Kaiser Westside Medical Center and today it took me 25 mins in rush hour traffic to travel 
the 4.6 mile distance between home and work. This was WITHOUT ANY STOPS. Five Oaks Middle School is 4.9 miles 
from our home. Committee members and BSD, I urge you to ask yourselves if it is fair and equitable to have school 
children spend over an hour on a school bus each day when there are other options and NO OTHER STUDENT is being 
asked to travel this distance when there is a middle school closer to them. I don[?]t know how BSD is calculating 
travel times during their trials. This is true data from today as I travelled this distance in peak traffic WITHOUT ANY 
STOPS. Two ways at this distance is close to an hour in travel. EQUITY MATTERS.COMMUNITY MATTERS.FRIENDSHIPS 
AND COMMUNITY TIES MATTER.If there was NO OTHER OPTION, no Springville parent would protest this. But there is 
another option that is ignored in certain maps up for consideration.CURRENT PROJECTIONS of FUTURE ENROLLMENT 
are just that PROJECTIONS. Not TRUTH. Can be wrong.FACTS - Springville students going to Five Oaks will travel the 
longest distance of all middle school children in the district.There is a middle school closer and the ONLY north 
Bethany middle school available to our children - Stoller.They will be the ONLY North Bethany school being asked to go 
South to school breaking community ties.The route they will need to take has the highest congestion in the district.It 
will cost more to bus them there

02/17/2020 John johnmichaelroberts11@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Please don[?]t put a price on my child[?]s head. Please don[?]t send them more than twice as far as you already do 
just to save a little money. Please don[?]t increase the risk to my child[?]s safety by drastically increasing the number 
of county-identified high-crash intersections they must travel through just to avoid the POTENTIAL need to use an 
already existing portable or two for a short while. Please don[?]t uproot them from their community and friends when 
there[?]s a chance the district is over-projecting (AGAIN). Is it not worth considering an extra 2-3 children in a 
classroom (or acknowledging there are portables in place as insurance should margin of error necessitate) if it means 
minimizing safety risks and keeping children within their communities? Please prioritize our children over money. 
Please prioritize their safety over a slightly larger class size. Please prioritize their community ties over the potential 
need to use a portable. Our children are worth at least that.

02/17/2020 Gokul Gopalasamy gokul.gopalasamy@gmail.com Springville K-8

PLEASE HELP KEEP OUR KIDS WITHIN OUR COMMUNITYWe are only asking the committee to make the right choice 
here - please prioritize regular school over SUMMA program and help keep SPV kids within North Bethany community 
over 86 SUMMA kids in walkable distance. Springville is already a stable area with no more new developments in its 
boundary. By moving SUMMA out of Stoller and redirecting all of Findley to Timberland, the committee would be able 
to achieve BSD objectives to fill Timberland and bring Stoller to 90% capacity.Our kids' well-being and sense of 
community do matter. So, we urge you to do the right thing and keep ALL of Springville with our North Bethany 
Community.Thank you for your considering our requests!

02/17/2020 Ashwini ashbait@outlook.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Springville school is one of the most diverse and one of the biggest elementary schools in the district. Per information 
reported by BSD on their website. Diversity is an ASSET. It brings in better and richer learning into the community. It 
brings much needed funding for the district. Please keep this in mind before tearing the school away from its 
community, possibly destroying or diluting this diversity and rich learning environment. And potentially destroying this 
source of benefits to the district. Don[?]t let any versions of map C move forward. Look at data available and please 
logically analyze data rather than getting caught in opinions not backed by facts.

02/17/2020 john pete joh_npete@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS
Please keep mapc2.1 - we are walking distance to findley elementary and stoller middle. Dear BSD please done put us 
on a bus to a 30 min far school. Please consider walkability to stoller!!!!

02/17/2020 Aminath Nazhath nazu03@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Please do not ignore the smallest schools like Rock Creek, Terra Linda, and Oak Hills. At first it was all about Finley and 
now it[?]s all about Springville. Please show us that we matter by evaluating our options two. Map C 2.0 seems to be 
the preferred option for Terra Linda, Rock Creek. BSD need to balance things academically so that nobody is 
disproportionately impacted. This means that if Rock Creek is moved out of Stoller we need to move with two 
additional neighboring schools.

02/17/2020 Gregory Lawless lawlessgf@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Rock Creek supports map C 2.0. If we are moved or partially moved we need to move with two additional schools from 
the North. Else, we will suffer disproportionately from the rest of schools in North that will remain at Stoller or even 
better move to the new Superschool.
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02/17/2020 ning he ning.he@intel.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

I strongly support map C, C2.0 or C.21 with Summa still at Stoller. These the best options following board policy and 
and board objectives. The reasons are:1. following Board policy which meets neighborhood proximity and accessibility. 
2. meeting Board objective with  stoller middle school at its optimal utilization, not under-utilized and just slightly 
over.3. these options create the least impact to existing students, families and programs (such as Summa) .4. these 
options create the lowest traffic which improves student safety5. Lowest added cost option. Walking distance 
students still walk to school. There is no need for additional buses to transport hundreds of students.Options A 2.0, 
A2.1 and C.22 do not meet objective. Stoller is too crowed. Option A violates Board Policy which clearly stated 
&#34;neighborhood proximity and accessibility&#34;. The students in walking distance to Stoller have to take bus to be 
transported to Timberland. On the other hand, there is not much benefit to Springville students because they are 
taking bus anyway. I live in walking distance to Stoller and I DO NOT agree with any one who claims to represents 
findley and findley students should all move to same school. They can only represent themselves. There is no 
agreement, no voting within all findley families on any proposal! I suggest the committee to focus on meeting Board 
Objectives and following Board Policy and should be open and NOT biased. Many parents including me watched 
committee meetings clearly feel that some committee members are not objective and strongly biased toward 
advocating Springville to Stoller! This is unacceptable!!! As stated by the district guidelines,  the outcome should 
consider, help and benefit ALL students and families, not just sprinville and findley students! I strongly recommend 
meeting mediator to remind committee members of Board Objective and Board Policy every time they speak! They 
must clearly state how their proposals meet/follow each and every Objectives and Policy! In this way, the meeting will 
be much more productive. We can drop off invalidate options and converge to 2-4 validate options (meeting Objective 
and Policy) quickly.Again thank you very much for the hard work of all committee members!

02/17/2020 ravi josh rjohsh@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS

MAP C solves long term overcrowding problem. all other maps clear;y dont offer long term solution for overcrowding.  
Splitting Findley doe snot solve the problem either. BSD should focus onl ong term stability which the number is MAP 
C solve. Keep Findley intact in Stoller please.

02/17/2020 Khamouane Lawless lawlessgf@hotmail.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
Rock Creek supports map C 2.0. Any part of us that is moved needs to move with two neighboring schools. Else, we 
will be disproportionately impacted from the rest of schools going to Stoller.

02/17/2020 Jasmine Kwatrajasmine@gmail.com Stoller MS

Dear Committee,Thank you for the work you are doing.I would like to emphasizing on keeping Jacob Wismer together 
at Middle School at Stoller #JacobWismerUnited and #KeepingSummaForHealthyFeeder at Stoller.Thank you!

02/17/2020 Jennifer Hoffman krh0923@msn.com Cooper Mountain Elem Highland Park MS Mountainside

Please keep Cooper Mountain at Highland!  If possible, please find a way to have all of Cooper Mountain go to 
Highland.  I have 3 children.  I have had a child at Highland for almost 6 consecutive years.  I don't want my youngest 
to have to leave Highland in 7th grade.  If my other 2 children would have had to switch middle schools because of a 
boundary change, it would have been a nightmare... especially for my oldest.    ALL schools have their strengths and 
weaknesses.  For my family, Highland feels like home. It is a school with challenges just like every school.  But it has 
been a vert postive experience for 2 of my children.  I want all 3 of my kids to finish middle school at Highland.  Thank 
you.

02/17/2020 Madhusudhan mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

Dear Committee,Please do not try unusual things to get to 100 percent of permanent capacity in Stoller in 2025. Do 
not split neighborhoods arbitrarily. Do not exclude the kids of today from North Bethany for empty lots based on 
projections. We are a community, and if we need to have 2 extra kids in class to accomodate 10 to 20 percent 
additional kids, we as a community will welcome that over arbitrary splits and exclusions.

02/17/2020 Ananthaiah Ramesh Ramesh.segavalu@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview HS2 / SST

Hello BSD,We would like to go with the proposed map C.This helps all the walking kids from JW to Stoller. Also Stoller 
Summa program is the best if we have to move that away ... there are high chances that parents may withdraw their 
kids considering the commuting distance.We should keep walking distance which reduces cost on transport and also 
Oregon is know for its walking and biking trials and we should encourage that..
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02/17/2020 Varshitha Varshitha_m@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Good Evening Mr. Superintendent, Mr. Sparks,  and Committee,Here are some points to please look into as these are 
genuine reasons, so please look into these and help our kids by sending to near by Middle School-STROLLER, which 
gives the equal opportunity like other to our kids: 1) SPRINGVILLE is the furthest from FIVE OAKS in the entire North 
West Region2) A majority of Springville homes are further North, making the actual distance over 5 miles for many3) 
SPRINGVILLE &amp; SATO have only ONE neighborhood middle school option with reasonable proximity, which is 
Stroller, where as other elementary schools have minimum 2 within 2-3 mile radius4) SPRINGVILLE is part of the 
North Bethany community, north of Springville Road5) Most Northern schools have multiple alternatives with 
proximity6) Sending Springville kids all the way to Five Oaks is not justifiable as, Going to Five Oaks involves taking 
185th/Bethany blvd and crossing 26 into Cornell Road - unpredictablehigh traffic corridors and tops ODOT list of most 
dangerous intersections.So we request to do a fair process by following the BSD policies. We thank the committee 
members who are working towards the BSD goals considering the BSD set criteria and policies into account. Thanks to 
committee members for all your honesty towards this exercise. Hats off.Regards,Varshitha

02/17/2020 Rajesh Rajeshthallam81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SPRINGVILLE IS INTEGRAL PART OF NORTH BETHANY . Please don[?]t isolate Springville from its north Bethany 
neighborhood . Please don[?]t send Springville to a far away Five Oaks middle school. Springville kids will not have 
enough time for after school activities because of the long commute if moved to Five Oaks. Please keep Springville 
with its only Neighbour hood Stoller middle school.

02/17/2020 Sach hsachin@gmail.com Springville K-8

The difference in the commute — 2.1miles to 5.1 miles — isn[?]t just the distance. It[?]s the time, the route, the 
traffic.[?]We remain concerned that the policy governing these changes hasn[?]t been followed, and in particular that 
our area and our kids are uniquely disadvantaged by the decision they[?]re trying to make,[?] Springville to Five Oaks 
commute will be the longest one [?]more than double what other kids do,[?] and wonder how district officials and AC 
can [?]create the longest commute if you[?]re paying attention to policy.[?]Please consider a kid would spend 
minimum of 3 extra hours by BSD standards. This is just ruthless on Springville kids just to accommodate Option 
Summa program.

02/17/2020 Karen karenlynnroberts@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOL AREN[?]T JUST FOR WALKERS: Springville students may already be on a bus to the ONLY 
middleschool within 4 miles of home (Stoller), but that doesn[?]t mean sending them two and a half times farther to 
Five Oaks is the simple solution that some want you to believe. Each additional high-crash/high-injury intersection our 
children travel through on their way to Five Oaks poses an INCREASED RISK TO THIER SAFETY. There are FIVE 
intersections our children will travel through on their way to Five Oaks that have been labeled high-crash/high-injury 
intersections by both the county AND Portland Metro Transportation. Our children would be asked to navigate the 
intersections at PCC/Springville Rd, 185th/Springville Rd, 185th/West Union, 185th/Evergreen, 185th/Cornell, and 
even a highway interchange. Two of these intersections are listed in the TOP MOST DANGEROUS INTERSECTIONS IN 
THE PORTLAND METRO AREA! How can we possibly suggest such an increased risk to safety when safer alternatives 
exist? How can we possibly say it[?]s worth saving a little money at the expense of our children[?]s safety? How can 
we possibly send them out each day on one of the most dangerous commutes in the district because we don[?]t want 
to consider a slightly larger class size or a portable for potential growth insurance? Our goal should be MAXIMIZING 
SAFETY before prioritizing money. Our goal should be ensuring a SAFE ROUTE TO SCHOOL before splitting hairs over 
the POTENTIAL future need for a portable, especially in a process that systematically inflates projections for various 
reasons.

02/17/2020 INJAM venky.injam@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS
Stoller is in Jacob Wismer Community . Please keep JW and SUMMA in stoller to have healthy feeding 
pattern.SUMMA is Program not optional . .
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02/17/2020 arunk arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Regardless oF how long it take to go there, Springville is GEOGRAPHICALLY SEPERATED from Five Oaks by PCC, 7 Dees 
Nursery, a large mass of farmland, PCC, Albertsons shopping center, HIGHWAY, TANASBOURNE. Geographically 
Springville and Five Oaks can't be the same community.If Springville students have to go to Five oaks, it would be the 
longest distance a middle school student has to travel. Some JW/Findley Comments about the time taken for 
Springville to Five Oaks is just five minutes more than going to Stoller IS COMPLETELY WRONG AND BASELESS.The 
people making such comments doesnt consider the 14 TRAFFIC STOPS between Springville and FO, Traffic leading to 
US126, and multiple bus stops in between.There is no US26 in between Springville and Stoller.In fact the 
transporation cost is also in favor of moving Springville to StollerYou can refer the analysis by transportation. 
Springville to Five oaksSpringville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 There is savings of 25,584 
movine Springville to StollerFindley to Stoller $22,454 Findley to Timberland    $ 30,742 Increase of 8288Even if you 
net out the difference($25584- $8288) BSD will save more than $17000by moving Springville to Stoller.In addition the 
load on stoller can further be reduced if SUMMA program is moved completely to Timberland.

02/17/2020 varsha a.varsha26@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

COMMUNITY MATTERS. PLEASE DONT RIP APART THE COMMUNITY.We have heard from nearly every parents 
testimony and from comments to BSD that communities must remain intact. Unfortunately many of these people are 
insisting that Springville be separated from their North Bethany community and sent to Five Oaks.We will be ripped 
out from our community if we are sent to FO. Our children won't be able to walk or ride bikes to meet upto their 
friends from school. They will not be able to bump into middle school peers when we are at our local shops, when 
they congregate at our local fairs and events and our children will be very isolated due to the fact that every other 
North Bethany attends middle school within their community and ours don not. our children will become strangers in 
their own community.WE SUPPORT MAP A2.0. SPRINGVILLE IS NOT A RADIDLY GROWING COMMUNITY.There is little 
or no land left to be develped in Springville community. Springville is expected to growby roughly 85 students between 
now and 2025 that is a mere 21 students per year. Springvilles growth is nearingcompletion and then will begin to 
decline. If we move the entire SUMMA and Findley to Timberland, capacity at Stoller will EASILY drop below 100% for 
2025.

02/17/2020 Tejas tejasrakshe@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS

Dear Boundary committee, Map C 2.0 reduces Stoller overcrowding and keeps Jacob Wismer together. Summa and 
Non-Summa students are all part of JW family and we won't allow them to be ripped apart. KEEP JW TOGETHER AT 
STOLLER! GO WITH MAP C 2.0

02/17/2020 sidhuar sidhu.arun@comcast.net Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP-C OVERBURDENS Springville students with excessive travelling time, reduces time for extra curricular work and 
increases transportation costs.SUMMA Is just an optional program. First students should be enrolled for regular 
program. SUMMA shouldn'tbe used as a criteria to please JW/Findley and move the regular Springville students to 
such a far away to Five Oaks. Why should Springville students travel MORE THAN 1.5 hr each day  and TOO THE 
MAXIMUM DISTANCE OF 4.5 MILES to reach a school. Also in MAP C, Springville students   HAVE TO HOP AROUND 14 
TRAFFIC SIGNALS,  2-3 schools (middle and high schools) and multiple school bus stops in beween to reach Five Oaks .- 
Move Springville back to Stoller- Move all  Findley to Timberland- Move JW, Sato and Springville SUMMA to Five 
OaksSome JW/Findley Comments about the time taken for Springville to Five Oaks is just five minutes more than 
going to Stoller IS COMPLETELY WRONG AND BASELESS.The people making such comments doesn't consider the 14 
TRAFFIC STOPS between Springville and FO, Traffic leading to US126, and multiple bus stops in between. There is no 
US26 in between Springville and Stoller.ASLO TRANSPORATION COSTS WILL DRASTICALLY reduce if Springville feeds 
to Stoller rather than moving them a very huge distance to Five Oaks.You can refer the analysis by transporation. 
Springville to Five oaksSpringville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 There is savings of 25,584 
movine Springville to StollerFindley to Stoller $22,454 Findley to Timberland    $ 30,742 Increase of 8288Even if you 
net out the difference($25584- $8288) BSD will save more than $17000 by moving Springville to Stoller.

02/17/2020 jithinr jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP A REDUCES LOAD ON STOLLER AND DECREASES TRANSPORTATION COSTSPlease give proper consideration to 
MAP A2.0.MAP A reduces the load on stoller as per BSD analysis. Also the transportation cost of sending 
Springvillestudents to Stoller is much less than sending them to Five oaks.The main objective is to reduce the load on 
stoller. In addition the load on stoller can further be reduced if SUMMA program is moved completely to 
Timberland.MAP C causes undue pressure on kids and their activities. Why should they suffer is there is no middle 
school closer to their area.Findley and Timberland have lot of middle school options nearby but still want to have 
better options/facilities while voices of Springville are nor heard at all.
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02/17/2020 Pratima Dhoot pratima.dhoot@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

REQUEST TO FOCUS ON 2021 OBJECTIVES:Please keep focus on 2021 objectives. 2025 data should be used but only as 
guideline because margin of error is large. Springville absolutely CAN fit at Stoller if optional Summa program is 
moved to Timberland and a clean feeder of Findley (to Timberland). Moving Summa option program affects 
Springville Summa students (my kid is one of them) but I still favor this as most equitable solution!! Stoller would be 
at 90% permanent capacity in 2021.Even with current 2025 projections (which are approximate), Stoller will likely only 
need 2-3 extra students per class which is perfectly reasonable. My HUMBLE request is NOT TO penalize Springville by 
extra long and tiring commutes day in and day out when BETTER SOLUTION is right in front of us. PLEASE DO RIGHT 
THING FOR hundreds of Springville students. We are counting on you!!

02/17/2020 vijayarun vijayanarun@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Springville Ride Times- THE TRANSPORT DATA SUGGESTS SAVINGS MOVING SPRINGVILLE TO STOLLERYou can refer 
the analysis by transportation. Springville to Five oaksSpringville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 
There is savings of 25,584 moving Springville to StollerFindley to Stoller $22,454 Findley to Timberland    $ 30,742 
Increase of 8288Even if you net out the difference($25584- $8288) BSD will save more than $17000by moving 
Springville to Stoller.MAP A reduces the load on stoller as per BSD analysis. Also the transportation cost of sending 
Springvillestudents to Stoller is much less than sending them to Five oaks.In addition the load on stoller can further be 
reduced if SUMMA program is moved completely to Timberland.

02/17/2020 Jayaprakash Shanmugam jayaprakashns@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

KEEP SUMMA in STOLLER FOR BETTER HS FEEDERAs a JW parent, I am worried about how my kids will be isolated 
when they start in Sunset.  If BSD chooses to keep just the non SUMMA JW kids in Stoller, these are the ONLY kids 
Stoller will have for the Sunset HS.  With that in mind, I totally support map C 2.0 that helps kids to see more familiar 
faces when they start in high school.

02/17/2020 HARISH CHEGONDI harish.chegondi@gmail.com Springville K-8

PLEASE ENSURE TIMBERLAND MIDDLE SCHOOL IS UTILIZED TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT POSSIBLE.The new middle 
school Timberland has been built with several million dollars of tax payers' money ($60&#43; million from what I 
heard). I am concerned that there are several maps under consideration which don't utilize the new school properly - 
less than 85% utilization. Map C and several iterations of it severely under-utilize the Timberland middle school. The 
only reason they are being considered is &#34;lower transportation costs&#34;. I think under-utilizing the new school 
is a bigger wastage of tax payer money than to spend a little more on transportation and fully utilize the new school. 
Map A and its variants are utilizing the new school better than Map C and its variants.

02/17/2020 PRP pram125@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee, Keep Summa in Stoller for a better feeder pattern. Jacob Wismer will be only ES feeding to Sunset 
HS based on current maps. Keeping Summa at Stoller also keeps transportation cost low and supports walkability as a 
priority. Also, note that Summa is a neighborhood school program not an option school due to demographics of North 
Bethany. The same logic which applies to dual language program, AVID program is also applicable to Summa.Thanks!

02/17/2020 Michael Asoro michaelasoro@yahoo.com Springville K-8

Committee members,As you deliberate, please vote for Map A1. Move Summa to Timbaland and feed Springville into 
Stoller.2. Springville is an integral part of the Bethany community. Don't punish our kids and make them travel over 45 
minutes to get to school.

02/17/2020 SM Shipanmis@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee members,Please keep JW Summa kids with Stoller. If Summa is moved to TL, then our JW Summa 
kids whose HS is Westview will be isolated with Sunset going kids in TL. When our kids go to Westview, they won[?]t 
know anyone there because their MS will not have Westview going population.Please do not uproot old and 
established neighborhoods around Stoller to accommodate SPV. All this effort will be futile anyway because Sato and 
SPV both cannot fit together in Stoller without avoiding overcrowding. What have we solved here if we let two 
expanding communities come into Stoller and still let it be over the limit?We are all for Map C and Summa in 
Stoller!Thanks!

02/17/2020 varun arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUPPORT MAP A2.0. REMO SUMMA from stollerPlease priortize regular school over SUMMA program and help keep 
Springville kids withinNorth Bethany community over 86 SUMMA kids in walkable distance. Springville is already a 
stablearea with no more new developments in its boundary. By moving SUMMA out of stoller and redirecting allof 
Findley to Tibmberland, the committee would be able to achive BSD objectib&#61;ves to fill Timberlandand bring 
Stoller to 80% capacity.ASLO TRANSPORATION COSTS WILL DRASTICALLY reduce if Springville feeds to Stoller rather 
than moving them a very huge distance to Five Oaks. You can refer the analysis by transportation. Springville to Stoller    
$30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 There is savings of 25,584 movine Springville to StollerFindley to Stoller 
$22,454 Findley to Timberland    $ 30,742 Increase of 8288Even if you net out the difference($25584- $8288) BSD will 
save more than $17000 by moving Springville to Stoller.
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02/17/2020 Kal Vuppamandla kal.vuppamandla@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Keep JW united in Stoller!Hello Committee,While bring back maps A and trying to fit in SPV into Stoller, have you 
considered what happens to JW kids? JW kids already feed into Sunset and Westview HS. If you remove Summa from 
Stoller, a significant portion of these kids will be split during MS and then again split during HS. Over the boundary 
adjustment process the feeder patterns for most schools have been improved, but with resurgence of &#34;A&#34; 
maps, the feeder patterns for JW kids have become from just ok to TERRIBLE. Keep Summa in Stoller for healthier 
feeders! Keep JW united in Stoller! Thank you!

02/17/2020 Shoba S s_shobhana@hotmail.com

Please keep Springville in Stoller! Dont tear our communities apart.Keep our schools reasonably close to our home. 
Stoller is about 2 miles from Springville neighborhoods, while Five Oaks is 4.5 miles away, and across the freeway 
across many busy and dangerous intersections. Please prioritize our kids' safety and well being over transportation 
costs. We are not even demanding walkability -- we were ok when BSD took away walkability from us when the 
middle school was moved out of Springville K-8. Now all we are asking for is a reasonable distance to the middle 
school.Please do not subject Springville kids to the longest commutes in North Bethany just so that a select few can 
maintain their walkability.

02/17/2020 jithinr jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

BSD built 64 million dolar Timberland facility to relieve middle school congestion.So ideally the kids clodsest to it 
should move to Timberland. Move entire Findley and SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make sense to have 
Springville students travel sucha huge distance to Five Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA students and 
concerns about walkability.There were videos provided to BSD regarding how many students actually walk to Stoller. If 
yourefer the video all you see is a huge line of cars. So all these talks about Jacob Wismer walkbalityall is BASELESS. 
Also SUMMA is an optional program. Optional means Optional. In general for any activity,in any sphere of life, first 
preference should be given to regular stuff which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have 
but not an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.

02/17/2020 SIdharth sidhu.arun@comcast.net Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

WE SUPPORT MAP A2.0. REMOVE SUMMA from stollerPlease prioritize regular school over SUMMA program and help 
keep Springville kids withinNorth Bethany community over 86 SUMMA kids in walkable distance. Springville is already 
a stablearea with no more new developments in its boundary. By moving SUMMA out of stoller and redirecting allof 
Findley to Tibmberland, the committee would be able to achieve BSD objectives to fill Timberlandand bring Stoller to 
80% capacity.Also SUMMA is an optional program. Optional means Optional. In general for any activity,in any sphere 
of life, first preference should be given to regular stuff which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes 
second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.ASLO TRANSPORATION COSTS WILL DRASTICALLY reduce if 
Springville feeds to Stoller rather than moving them a very huge distance to Five Oaks.You can refer the analysis by 
transporation. Springville to Five oaksSpringville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 There is savings 
of 25,584 movine Springville to StollerFindley to Stoller $22,454 Findley to Timberland    $ 30,742 Increase of 
8288Even if you net out the difference($25584- $8288) BSD will save more than $17000 by moving Springville to 
Stoller.

02/17/2020 Roopa S.roopaa@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Hello,I appreciate all the efforts taken. I travel everyday to work through 185th. Everyday,  i reach office at different 
timings from 15 to 45 min extra. Coming back in the evening is always crowded. More than 45minutes to 1.5 hr 
variance.My humble request to all commitee members to  think of the kids future.   Send us to near by stoller. When 
kids spend most of their time in school bus . They will not have energy or time for other activities. Definetely it will 
affect their mind and emotional level. Longer commute time in bus may lead to bullying etc.  Dont choose 
transportation cost or optional program than regular students Thanks.

02/17/2020 Meena meenakshib@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

Dear Committee Members, I[?]d like to express my strong support for Map C2.0. Kindly refrain from adding both the 
largest growing communities to MS thereby resulting in overcrowding almost immediately. If kids/parents choose not 
to attend the Summa program in TM and decide to attend SM that is not solving the problem that this committee has 
been set out to resolve. Kindly consider all the pertinent facts while making the decision. Appreciate all your efforts. 
Thanks
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02/17/2020 varshaA varshasuren@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP A reduces the load in Stoller and Five oaks. The initial intention of this meeting was to reduce the load on Stoller. 
Also as per BSD anaylsis MAP A redices the load in Stoller in 2021 and 2025.In addition move SUMMA from Stoller to 
Timberland fully which will further reduce the load on Stoller.As per google maps, Findley would be closer to go to 
Five oaks.Also transporation costs can be further gained by moving entire Findley and SUMMA to Timberland and 
Springville to StollerJacob Wismer to Five Oaks(via Bethany Blvd)                3.7 milesFindley to Five Oaks(via Bethany 
Blvd)                3.8 milesSpringville schoole to Five oaksVia Springvilel rd and 185th)4.3 milesFindley to Timberland2.6 
milesSpringville to Stoller2.2 milesYou can refer the analysis by transportation. Springville to Stoller    $30,487 
Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 There is savings of 25,584 moving Springville to StollerFindley to Stoller $22,454 
Findley to Timberland    $ 30,742 Increase of 8288Even if you net out the difference($25584- $8288) BSD will save 
more than $17000by moving Springville to Stoller.

02/17/2020 Santosh krishnamurthy Santosh.Krishnamurthy@intel.Com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear BSD committee members,I would like you to consider following  points for north Bethany middle school boundary 
adjustments.1. Please ensure stoller is fed by communities with sustained growth rates over next 5 years.  This can 
happen only with Findley, sati and Jacob Wismer feeding To stoller. Springville and sato cannot both feed into stoller. 
That[?]s not sustainable in the long run.2. Do not split any elementary schools. Multiple maps in last meetings had 
elementary schools split across PORTLAND.  Splitting kids at young age impacts them socially and academically .3. 
Walkability is the key and it should be accommodated at all costs. That results in overall cost reductions and I would 
prefer BSD spend money on our kids education rather than spend them on shuttling kids to schools. This needs to be 
accounted keeping in mind the number of walkable kids per elementary school who are in close proximity to middle 
school. If a given elementary school has high walkable student ratio to total students then that particular elementary 
school should be fed into the close middle school. Going by such logic means Findley.[?], sato and Jacob wismer are 
best candidates for feeding to stoller. This also supports my point 1 above.4. Move all SUMMA students together . 
Don[?]t split them after this year as well. These students will end up experiencing middle school transition two times 
in a year and it will not be fair. If Findley, Jw and sato are in stoller than entire SUMMa program can remain in 
stoller.So bottom line all scenarios and numbers provided by Advisory committee indicate keeping Findley, sato, and 
JW will provide stoller with a long term stable solution. The numbers add up .I urge BSD advisory committee to take 
right decision and not get distracted by emotional responses from other school communities. We need to do the right 
thing and have a clear problem statement which stoller over crowding reduction. So we need to fix this problem and 
not get distracted by posters, banners and media coverage. Santosh

02/17/2020 Siva R ramakris65@gmail.com

BSD -- my request to you and the committee is to not over-complicate this issue. You can easily achieve your 
objectives by prioritizing regular middle school over option programs. Send Summa to Timberland (maybe Findley can 
go to Timberland too to keep the community together). Springville feeds into Stoller. Regular middle school must 
always be prioritized over option programs. Summa is less than 10% of entire BSD student population. Please do not 
over complicate this issue. Keep it simple, and keep Springville in Stoller!

02/17/2020 SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Map C doesn't meet objectives 1 &amp; 2. Objective 1 - fill Timberland. Map C utilizes Timberland only at 74%. As per 
Map C, Stoller is at 100% in 2021, which doesn't meet Objective 2.Map A meets objective 1 and 2. Choose Map A.

02/17/2020 Anandha hanandhakrishnan@gmail.com

Dear committee members, SUMMA is the optional program, what as a parent from SPv community i m requesting is 
to move the optional program SUMMA out of stoller which would help in accommodating the sPV kids in Stoller. i 
understand that this would require about 80 odd kids to transport to Stoller for SUMMA; however this will make a big 
difference for 500 kids as the same 500 kids will not be in bus longer.  Moreover, the request is only to transport the 
kids who got enrolled in SUMMA program.

02/17/2020 SHALINI GUPTA docshalinigupta@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

Dear BSD Committee members, I request all people to keep boundary line divisions civic and fair. Keep Summa at 
Stoller for fair feeder pattern. You cant keep SPV in Stoller as it's a growing community. SPV community is quite 
capable of developing any moddle and high school in top notch school. We are impressed by dedicated parents with 
very vocal and politcal campaign. But that doesn't mean that our kids have to suffer for that reasons. Kids already have 
lot of anxiety in middle school, separting their friends in middle school and then again in high school is just putting lot 
of burden on them. We need to be accountable to them for our actions.  Thank you.
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02/17/2020 Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear committee members. I appreciate your hard work. The purpose of whole process is to relieve stoller and 
utilization of new middle school timberland. MapC or variation of Map C does not fulfill theses objectives. All the map 
C shows timberland is under utilized. And they spit communities. Map C also shows summa program can[?]t stay at 
stoller. In my opinion if we move summa to timberland and move whole Findlay to timberland and feed springville to 
stoller will help us achieve our two main objectives. It will also keep communities together. Springville is part of north 
Bethany. It will be very beneficial of our growing kids . Thanks

02/17/2020 Roshan S. sho123@gmail.com

Please keep Springville in Stoller. Springville is an integral part of the North Bethany community.I heard an argument 
about future growth. But remember that project growth numbers of 2025 are only that -- projected growth. Do not 
prioritize non-existent buildings and future builders profits over our children's lives and safety today.Please keep 
communities together and thriving. North Bethany is a wonderful community where kids grow up together and build 
shared memories and experiences they will carry with them through out their lives. Please preserve this by giving 
them a middle school that is close to their homes!

02/17/2020 Satoko Watt satoko.watt@gmail.com Springville K-8

Dear BSD, please consider our distance and commute times to the middle school. Springville to Five Oaks is longest 
distance in BSD middle school range. Stoller is our only middle school which is reasonable distant. Please don't force 
us to travel to distant middle school. Even if Summa students are near Stoller, it is still optional. Summa program 
needs to be out from Stoller. Move to Timberland or Meadow.  On map A, please try to move all Springville to Stoller, 
move Bethany and OakHills west to Five Oaks, and move Oaks Hills East and Terra Linda to Timberland.  Summa 
needs go to available space. Thank you

02/17/2020 arunk arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAPC IS UNDESIRABLE. INCREASES TRANSPORTATION COSTS AND DOESNT MEET OBJECTIVESMAP C doesn't meet 
1&amp; 2 objectives. Ojective 1- fill Timberland. MAP C utilizes Timberlandonly at 74%. As per MAP C, Stoller is at 
100% in 2021 which doesn't meet objective 2.MAP C also increases transportation costs. Below analysis is by 
transporation in BSD site.Springville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 ----NOTE THIS AMOUNTBSD 
will be losing $25,584 by moving Springville to Five oaks instead of StollerMoving Findley to Timberland instead of 
Stoller hardly makes much difference in transportation costs.BSD built 64 million dolar Timberland facility to relieve 
middle school congestion.So ideally the kids closest to it should move to Timberland. Move entire Findley and 
SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make sense to have Springville students travel sucha huge distance to Five 
Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA students and concerns about walkability.SUMMA is just an OPTIONAL 
program not an absolute necessity. Preference should be given to regularprograms first.

02/17/2020 Abhishek Jain abjain10@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS

Dear Committee members - please keep SUMMA at Stoller for fair feeder pattern to high school for JW kids. Also, 2 
growing communities can't simply feed to same middle school without resulting in another overcrowding issue in next 
few years. If Stoller needs to split between Sunset and West view high school, we should have ~equal # of kids 
feeding to both high schools so that kids have fair number of friends with them. thanks.

02/17/2020 Shobhana Subramanian s_shobhana@yahoo.com

The Timberland high school was built at significant cost, specifically to reduce over-crowding at Stoller. So please do 
the right thing and send the communities living close to Timberland to that middle school. Summa should be phased 
into Timberland completely to make space in Stoller for regular middle school program.Please do not punish 
Springville kids by busing them to a middle school (Five Oaks) that is twice the distance of Stoller, all so that a small 
set of students in other neighborhoods can continue to enjoy walking to Stoller.

02/17/2020 varun vijayanarun@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUPPORT MAP A2.0. REMOVE SUMMA from stollerBSD built 64 million dolar Timberland facility to relieve middle 
school congestion.So ideally the kids clodsest to it should move to Timberland. Move entire Findley and 
SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make sense to have Springville students travel sucha huge distance to Five 
Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA students and concerns about walkability.There were videos provided to BSD 
regarding how many students actually walk to Stoller. If yourefer the video all you see is a huge line of cars. So all 
these talks about Jaconb Wismer walkbalityall is BASELESS. Also SUMMA is an optional program. Optional means 
Optional. In general for any activity,in any sphere of life, first preference should be given to regular stuff which IS 
ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.MAPC is 
undesirableMAP C also increases transportation costs. Below analysis is by transporation in BSD site.Springville to 
Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 ----NOTE THIS AMOUNTBSD will be losing $25,584 by moving 
Springville to Five oaks instead of Stoller
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02/17/2020 Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Please keep communities together. I have four kids . Two are currently going to stoller school . My kids take classes in 
Bethany villages with their friends from Jacob Wismer and sato . They play together , shop together and mingle 
together in Bethany. Please I strongly request you not to break the bonds with in our communities. Springville is part 
of north Bethany . Don[?]t make my kids strange by standing them to five oaks . Socialization is very important for 
growing kids . I hope you understand my concern. Please I request you again not to split communities. Thanks

02/17/2020 Jagadevi Chikkalli jagadevi.chikkalli@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Jacob Wismer is already split into Westview and Sunset in high school feeding.Don't introduce another split in Middle 
school by sending Summa kids away.

02/17/2020 Sri Srib467@gmail.com Springville K-8

We've already lost our middle school at Springville, please don't break our community, please don't make our 450 kids 
travel to a school so far away just to maintain walkability of 86 kids in the summa program.Proximity is important for 
us too. Stoller is our most proximal school. Please please please don't have them travel to a school so further south.

02/17/2020 Sankari sankaribaby@gmail.com

Dear AC members, I understand SUMMA is an optional program and Like any other optional programs, only very few 
Middle schools have SUMMA Optional program too which also means that if selected for that program requires 
transportation to the required school which has that optional program.  With that said, what makes it so complex to 
move SUMMA from Stoller to Timberland and transport them new school? By doing this plus moving findley to 
Timberland, two objectives can easily be meet - Fill timberland capacity, reduce overcrowding at stoller and stay at 
capacity for 2021. (Spv, sato, jw stay at Stoller)

02/17/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear MS AC committee &amp; Sparks,MS boundary objectives 1: Fill Timberland : Moving Summa &amp; Walkable 
FIndley will make Timberland around 86&amp;   All other variations of map C doeesn't fill Timberland more than 70% 
which is a waste of 20 Million Tax payers    dollars2: Keep Stoller approx. 90% : Feed JW, All of Springville &amp; 
SatoThis makes Stoller under 90% in 2021 which is the MS boundary objective. All other solutions aren't even close to 
90%.3. Keep Feeder patterns:  Above 2 changes will keep All of Findley, All of Springville, All of Sato &amp; All of Sato 
together. No splits and no friendship breaks for adoscelent kids.4. Neighborhood proximity: Springville, Sato , JW and 
85% Findley will feed to their proximity REGULAR Middle schools. As Summa is an optional program it should not take 
over reular programs when there is severe overcrowding issues at StollerAll the MS boundary objectives will met only 
with map A. Also Springville brings more diversity and equity than other neighbor schools to Stoller.I request you to 
vote for  a map where JW, All of Springville and Sato will feed to Stoller.

02/17/2020 Swapna Moturu swapna.moturu9@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset
How is it sustainable to have the entire north Bethany community feeding in to stoller?Spring Ville &#43; Sato &#61; 
over crowding in StollerKeep Jacobwisimer together and stoller in control with c2.0 map

02/17/2020 Pooja Pooja928@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB
Yes for map c 2.0Jacob Wismer is already split into Westview and Sunset.Don't introduce another split in Middle 
school by sending Summa kids away.

02/17/2020 Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Respected members. Springville school brings diversity into stoller. Diversity ratio in springville is 13% , 5% in Jacob 
Wismer and less then 5 percent in Findlay . If you take out springville  from stoller. Then stoller will no longer have 
diversity. It will not be wrong to call stoller a elite schools. Diversity is very important. Springville needs to be part of 
stoller. Thanks

02/17/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear MS AC committee &amp; Sparks,You constructed a brand new middle school to reduce the overcrowding issues 
at Stoller. Don't you agree any solution to reduce the over crowding at Stoller should start from Stoller by moving the 
optional Summa programs to Timberland. Majority of the communities with repeated testimonies and comments 
wanted not to split schools. As majority of Findley wanted to be together it makes sense to move Walkable Findley to 
Timberland.Fill the rest of the Stoller with JW, All of Springville and Sato. Please place a precedence to cap new 
homes and route them to nearest middle school that has a capacity. This will avoid any overcrowing issues in Stoller in 
2025. If not Stoller portables will be useful.Please do not split any schools in North Bethany, keep our kids friendship 
continue from ES-MS and HS and do not let optional programs take over Regular programs.

02/17/2020 Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear Members of AC . Say no to longer commute. Map C and it[?]s variations suggest springville should feed into five 
oaks . My two kids currently attending stoller , it hardly takes them 10-12 mints to reach stoller. Five oaks will take 2.5 
times more . My kids come back from school 4:12 . At 5 they have to take their class in Bethany village. Their class is 4 
days a week . If you send them further away . That distance will take away my kids extra actives that they enjoy . 
Please for sake of the kids don[?]t experiment . It will not be good for my kids and the other kids in community . 
Thanks
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02/17/2020 Sravan gkk_uict@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Thank you very much for great meeting on Feb 13'2020 by committee members. Please help select Map A going 
foward. Map does not meet committee objectives. Map C utilizes Timberland only at 74 (undertilizes and doesn not 
meet objective 1).  Map C also fills stoller at 100% by 2021 (against objective 2 - fill 90% of stoller). Please select map 
A going forward. In addition, please do not split SPV as it divides communities.

02/17/2020 Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Respected members. Summa is totally an option program. If wish not to attend. You can say no to it . Neighboring 
school is must . Kids should attend their neighborhood school . For the sake of 80 kids we can[?]t send 400 kids 2.5 
times more further. And away from their community. Please do the right thing . Move summa where space is 
available. Timberland or five oaks . And feed springville to stoller.

02/17/2020 Dwaipayan Sil Sdwaipayan@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ACMA

As a Findley parent, I largely share the view of a majority of Findley parents ( including parents from walking zone to 
Stoller), which  is NO SPLIT of the school district. We would strongly prefer to remain at Stoller as we have been for 
the last 20-30 years. In the event we have to move to Timberland, we strongly urge the district to NOT split Findley. A 
minority of  parents who live right across the street from Stoller, who values walkability over everything else should be 
given the option to choose between Stoller and Timberland.Also in the last meeting Jacob Wismer representatives 
pointed out that they will get split if the Summa program moves out of Stoller to Timberland. Also the sunset portion 
of Jacob Wismer will remain an island in Stoller, if entire Findley and Summa moves out to Timberland. In that event 
however unfortunate, BSD should think of moving the sunset portion of Jacob Wismer to Timberland also to maintain 
the MS to HS feeder pattern. This also makes sense since a very large portion of Jacob Wismer summa students come 
from the sunset going portion of the school district. This will maintain neighborhood-friend familiarity also.

02/17/2020 Karthik glk.mec@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Please do not send SPV kids to Five oaks. Five oaks is far away from SPV elementary school. Infact Jacob wismer and 
Findley elementary schools are much closer to FO than SPV. Why these schools are not asked to travel to Five Oaks? It 
isn't just the distance, but it is the time, the route and the traffic. The kids have to travel through US26E and high 
accident corridor 185th and Evergreen intersections. I remain concerned that BSD is not following due procedures and 
trying to pack and isolate kids from North Bethany community. My kids will be uniquely disadvantaged by sending 
them to FO. Please feed SPV to Stoller middle school.

02/17/2020 Srihari Injeti Sri41@hotmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I have a child in the Summa program at Stoller and another in Jacob Wismer. I am urging the committee to keep Jacob 
wismer  united and to have fair feeder program that includes keep JW's  summa students in Stoller. Summa is a 
program and not an option for students. Stoller is part of my neighborhood. Please do not discriminate against 
students enrolled in Summa program.  Also consider costs of busing kids to Timberland or another school. Act in 
fairness to kids living  in the neighborhood around Stoller.

02/17/2020 vimal vimalan.pdx@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

The poverty maps released by BSD clearly shows that the southern part of Springville has more number of Free-reduce 
lunches. This part bring the more economic diversity to Stoller than any school. Please do not punish these kids by 
sending to Fiveoaks as it has higher number of Free-reduced lunch percentage than Stoller. The parents in these 
community doesn't have the luxury to drop the kids at a far distant Five oaks or pickup them in the middle and /or 
after school in case of medical emergency situations.I request BSD to provide an equal opportunity to this community 
by keeping them at Stoller.

02/17/2020 May Yip yipconducting@yahoo.com Terra Linda Elem Cedar Park MS Sunset
Please keep Terra Linda with the Cedar Mill community- Timberland new middle school.It[?]s a small school, small 
school always get kicked around. Please help them stay in tact with the community.Thanks for listening!

02/17/2020 Naveen Kasam Naveen.kasam@gmail.com Springville K-8

PROXIMITY IS IMPORTANT FOR SPRINGVILLE TOO. Summa is an optional program and can be located to which ever 
school has space for it. This has been mentioned in meetings previously. This year, 262 students zoned to Stoller have 
chosen to attend offsite options such as ISB, ACMA, HS2, and Rachel Carson.  75 students from the Stoller zone have 
chosen to attend ISB this year.  Should we bring ISB to a walk able place then?Why is SUMMA at Stroller so Important 
that it is being asked to take priority over regular program?

02/17/2020 Vinod Kulkarni vkpkulkarni@gmail.com Stoller MS

NEW MAP C 2.3 Recommendations (Test Map 9 updates) Let[?]s Start with JC objectives -1) Timberland &#61; Findley 
(all), Cedar Mills, Bonny Slope, Terra Linda, Summa (Timberland feeders) 2) Stoller &#61; Springville (all), Sato, Jacob 
Wismer 3) Five Oaks &#61; Rock Creek, Bethany, Oak hills, Mckinley, Summa (Stoller, Five oaks feeders)4) Meadow 
Park &#61; Elmonica, Beaver Acres, Barnes, Aloha Huber Park, Summa (Cedar Park, Meadow Park feeders)5) Move 
Rachel Carson to Cedar ParkThe numbers work out for 2021. There is excess capacity in Stoller for 2025. Enrollments 
are expected to decline at Stoller after 2025!This will keep Communities Together !!This will also Avoid elementary 
school splits, Align MS to HS feeder patterns and Avoid unnecessary long commutes for any school !
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02/17/2020 varshaa a.varsha26@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAPC IS UNDESIRABLE. DOESNT MEET OBJECTIVES AND INCREASES TRANSPORTATION COSTSMAP C doesn't meet 
1&amp; 2 objectives. Ojective 1- fill Timberland. MAP C utilizes Timberlandonly at 74%. As per MAP C, Stoller is at 
100% in 2021 which doesn't meet objective 2.MAP C also increases transportation costs. Below analysis is by 
transporation in BSD site.Springville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 ----NOTE THIS AMOUNTBSD 
will be losing $25,584 by moving Springville to Five oaks instead of StollerMoving Findley to Timberland instead of 
Stoller hardly makes much difference in transportation costs.BSD built 64 million dolar Timberland facility to relieve 
middle school congestion.So ideally the kids closest to it should move to Timberland. Move entire Findley and 
SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make sense to have Springville students travel sucha huge distance to Five 
Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA students and concerns about walkability.SUMMA is just an OPTIONAL 
program not an absolute necessity. Preference should be given to regularprograms first.

02/17/2020 varun vijayanarun@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUPPORT MAP A2.0. REMOVE SUMMA from stollerBSD built 64 million dollar Timberland facility to relieve middle 
school congestion.So ideally the kids closest to it should move to Timberland. Move entire Findley and 
SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make sense to have Springville students travel sucha huge distance to Five 
Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA students and concerns about walkability.There were videos provided to BSD 
regarding how many students actually walk to Stoller. If yourefer the video all you see is a huge line of cars. So all 
these talks about Jacob Wismer walkbalityall is BASELESS. Also SUMMA is an optional program. Optional means 
Optional. In general for any activity,in any sphere of life, first preference should be given to regular stuff which IS 
ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL AT ALL.MAP C doesn't meet 
1&amp; 2 objectives. Ojective 1- fill Timberland. MAP C utilizes Timberlandonly at 74%. As per MAP C, Stoller is at 
100% in 2021 which doesn't meet objective 2.MAP C also increases transportation costs. Below analysis is by 
transportation in BSD site.Springville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 ----NOTE THIS 
AMOUNTBSD will be losing $25,584 by moving Springville to Five oaks instead of Stoller

02/17/2020 naveen naveen404@yahoo.com Springville K-8

SPLIT FEEDER ISSUES SOLUTION (JW)JW sunset feeding portion can be moved to Findley so they have clean feeder 
pattern from Findley -&gt; Timberland -&gt; Sunset.  JW Westview feeding portion can then feed to Stoller and then 
to westview. This is an easy solution to solve the split feeder issues of JW. Finally, SUMMA is an optional program and 
JW parents can decide to make their kids go to Timberland or make them stay at Stoller with their friends.

02/17/2020 jithinr jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

COMMUNITY MATTERS. PLEASE DONT RIP APART THE COMMUNITY.We have heard from nearly every parents 
testimony and from comments to BSD that communities must remain intact. Unfortunately many of these people are 
insisting that Springville be separated from their North Bethany community and sent to Five Oaks.We will be ripped 
out from our community if we are sent to FO. Our children won't be able to walk or ride bikes to meet upto their 
friends from school. They will not be able to bump into middle school peers when we are at our local shops, when 
they congregate at our local fairs and events and our children will be very isolated due to the fact that every other 
North Bethany attends middle school within their community and ours don not. our children will become strangers in 
their own community.BSD built 64 million dollar Timberland facility to relieve middle school congestion.So ideally the 
kids closest to it should move to Timberland. Move entire Findley and SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make 
sense to have Springville students travel sucha huge distance to Five Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA 
students and concerns about walkability.SUMMA is just an OPTIONAL program not an absolute necessity. Preference 
should be given to regularprograms first.

02/17/2020 Uma Nathan uma.g.nathan@gmail.com Westview

Summa is an option program not a core program and makes logical sense to move the entire summa program from 
Stoller to Timberland.  This will help reduce overcrowding at Stoller. And keep Springville students at Stoller along 
with non-summa students.
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02/17/2020 sidhua siddharth.arun11@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUPPORT MAP A2.0. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTANCERegardless of how long it take to go there, Springville is 
GEOGRAPHICALLY SEPERATED from Five Oaks by PCC, 7 Dees Nursery, a large mass of farmland, PCC, Albertsons 
shopping center, HIGHWAY, TANASBOURNE. Geographically Springville and Five Oaks can't be the same 
communityCOMMUNITY MATTERS. PLEASE DONT RIP APART THE COMMUNITY.We have heard from nearly every 
parents testimony and from comments to BSD that communities must remain intact. Unfortunately many of these 
people are insisting that Springville be separated from their North Bethany community and sent to Five Oaks.We will 
be ripped out from our community if we are sent to FO. Our children won't be able to walk or ride bikes to meet upto 
their friends from school. They will not be able to bump into middle school peers when we are at our local shops, 
when they congregate at our local fairs and events and our children will be very isolated due to the fact that every 
other North Bethany attends middle school within their community and ours don not. our children will become 
strangers in their own community.SPRINGVILLE IS NOT A RADIDLY GROWING COMMUNITY.There is little or no land 
left to be develped in Springville community. Springville is expected to growby roughly 85 students between now and 
2025 that is a mere 21 students per year. Springvilles growth is nearingcompletion and then will begin to decline. If 
we move the entire SUMMA and Findley to Timberland, capacity at Stoller will EASILY drop below 100% for 2025.

02/17/2020 Surya suryagude@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear committee members,After reviewing the recently proposed maps by the committee, it seems to me the issue of 
Stoller overcrowding is still not solved by putting two big growing communities (Springville and SATO) in the Stoller , 
even after removing SUMMA from Stoller the population projection over the next 5 years are going to over crowd 
Stoller again. Are you planning to revisit this issue and go through this painful process again in couple of years? I 
would like to know if we can come up with some sustainable solution once for all. If the earlier concern of 45 min 
commute from SPV to FO is not true (as invalidated by the BSD Bus'ing Data) then what is the concern now? if there 
are other concerns from SPV we would like to here and address them appropriately. I dont see any logical reasoning of 
the current proposed maps solving issue for long term. A stubborn sentiment /argument of I want &#34;Stoller&#34; 
cannot justify the removing SUMMA kids from Stoller. In my opinion we should make the newer neighborhoods feed 
to the newer schools that way its less disruptive to steady feeding neighborhoods to their schools (even if we have to 
make pockets of Island neighborhoods, SPV -&gt; TimberLand)I see the proposed maps having the following short-
comings:1. It does not solve Stoller over crowing for long term2. It does not support walkability for SUMMA kids3. 
Disrupts feeder patterns for high-school 4. if SUMMA qualified kids from JW choose to stay with the neighborhood 
school (Stoller) then we are shooting ourselves on the foot by over crowding the Stoller from the get go.I would like to 
suggest not change anything and keep everything the way it is now or make changes such that you address the issues 
at hand. We want to see a sustainable solution not a band aid fix!

02/17/2020 Yadi Zheng yadizheng@gmail.com Rock Creek Elem Westview

Dear committee member, This is Rock Creek's bottom line, and this is about equity. We need to stay with our 
community. We will move to Meadow Park or Five Oaks with Bethany and West Oak Hills. No one goes alone. I was at 
Five Oaks hearing and talked to a parent from West Oak Hills. Before that, I thought they probably prefer going to 
Timberland, but I was wrong. Actually Oak Hills belongs to two different communities. East Oak Hills belongs to Cedar 
Mill, and West Oak Hills belongs to Bethany. So now it is clear and easier. Rock Creek, Bethany, and West Oak Hills 
should group together. And I suspect it costs less if we all go to Five Oaks.

02/17/2020 sidharth siddharth.arun11@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAPC IS UNDESIRABLE. DOESNT MEET OBJECTIVES AND INCREASES TRANSPORTATION COSTSBSD built 64 million 
dolar Timberland facility to relieve middle school congestion.So ideally the kids clodsest to it should move to 
Timberland. Move entire Findley and SUMMAstudents to Timberland. It doesn't make sense to have Springville 
students travel sucha huge distance to Five Oaks, just to make way for some SUMMA students and concerns about 
walkability.MAP C doesn't meet 1&amp; 2 objectives. Ojective 1- fill Timberland. MAP C utilizes Timberlandonly at 
74%. As per MAP C, Stoller is at 100% in 2021 which doesn't meet objective 2.MAP C also increases transportation 
costs. Below analysis is by transporation in BSD site.Springville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 ---
-NOTE THIS AMOUNTBSD WILL BE LOSING $25,584 by moving Springville to Five oaks instead of StollerAlso SUMMA 
is an optional program. Optional means Optional. In general for any activity,in any sphere of life, first preference 
should be given to regular stuff which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not an 
ESSENTIAL AT ALL.

02/17/2020 Rajeshwari Patil rajeshwari_patil@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset
Map C 2.0 maintains all JW kids at Stoller &#43; Stoller remains under full capacity &#43; Walkability for kids which 
keeps  transportation costs lower

02/17/2020 Vijay Agrawal vijay2103@yahoo.com Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
We wont accept any proposal that isolates Rock Creek ES from our community. We completely reject any versions of 
Map A. It is not fair to us. Please treat all the schools equally. Rock Creek is integral part of Bethany community.
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02/17/2020 Balki Kodarapu balki.kodarapu@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

My 5th grade son started walking from Jacob Wismer at the start of the school year.  He loves that he can connect 
with old friends who are not in his class anymore during those works.  He always looks forward to those walks as he 
knows he is saving the planet one 20-min walk at a time.  He is excited to continue the same to rest of his middle 
school years starting in 2021.  But he is a SUMMA-qualified student.  He would love for the program to stay at 
SUMMA so he can continue walking with all of his old and new friends.Keep SUMMA at Stoller and let his dreams 
come true.Thank youBalki Kodarapu

02/17/2020 Ravali K ravali_c8@yahoo.com Springville K-8

SPRINGVILLE IS IN THE TOP 10% LIST OF MOST DIVERSIFIED SCHOOLS IN OREGON.Having Springville feed to Stoller 
will improve the diversity numbers at Stoller. SPV &#43; SATO &#43; JW - SUMMA should feed to Stoller so springville 
kids can continue their friendships with the neighborhood kids. Source - publicschoolreview.com

02/17/2020 Xiruo Liu sissiok@gmail.com Findley Elem

Map C does a much better job than Map A in terms of solving the overcrowded issue at Stoller while balancing other 
middle schools. Also, in the long term, Map C 2.1 is the best choice as it also maximizes walkability and saves our tax 
money on the commute.

02/17/2020 Sandeep Kumar sandysrivastava@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

COMMUNITY CAN OVERCOME ISSUES IF THEY ARE TOGETHERCommunity Bonding is very powerful and can help 
fixing complex issues.So when it comes to Split the Community, Please discuss all the Trade Offs...most of the times 
other Solution aren't worth it as Community Split doesn't help for anything.Keep Communities together.

02/17/2020 Chetan Hiremath chetan_hiremath@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Map C 2.0 Maintain JW kids at Stoller &#43; Stoller remains under full capacity &#43; Walkability for kids which keeps 
transportation costs lowerPls note that JW &amp; Stoller schools are in our immediate vicinity/community, not the 
other way around

02/17/2020 Xiuyun Zhang flyeeyun@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Advisory Committee Members,Thank you for taking time to read through comments. As you know, the AC report 
states very clearly that Stoller will be able to accommodate future enrollment growth with the set objective of 90% 
permanent utilization for 2021. The objectives do not mention about 2025 data yet. Also, from the statistical point of 
view, prediction with extrapolation is &#34;subject to greater uncertainty and a higher risk of producing meaningless 
results&#34;.  2025 prediction error should be much more than 2021 data since it is farther away, thus it is not reliable 
and cannot be used to make decision on school boundary change that is so important and has a huge impact on all 
communities. With Summa and Findley moved out to Timberland, both objectives can be easily met.

02/17/2020 Vignesh Vkalluri@gmail.com Springville K-8

Hello AC Members, Please send Sunset HS feeder area from JW elementary school to Timberland MS so that all kids 
are stay together through HS. Regarding 2025 numbers, Springville neighborhood is very stable without much growth. 
All the growth happening in Sato neighborhood and JW community. Please don[?]t punish us for other communities 
growth.

02/17/2020 Aruna Payala reacharuna@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

It is very clear from looking at Maps A and Map C variants, only C maps result in long term sustainability of Stoller 
middle school. If the committee goes with Map A variants, it is clear that the committee is unwilling to make hard 
decisions and hoping the overcrowding of Stoller will fix by itself. If you are really committed to solving this problem, 
please please come visit the North Bethany area and look at the development that is happening. There is no way 
Springville, Sato and JW can coexist in Stoller in a few years even after removing Summa. If Springville does not go to 
FO now, it is guaranteed that more boundary changes are coming to this area and one of these three have to move 
out. Are you willing to move out all of JW which is 100% walkable to Stoller and results in low transportation costs to 
any other MS other than Stoller? Or will you be moving Springville to FO? You can solve the problem now! Dont cave 
into lies being spread of 45 minutes to 1 hour commutes? Believe in your own transportation studies! Decide in the 
best interests of the district and not decide based on lies!

02/17/2020 Xie Fei xiefei@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Please do NOT move Oak Hills West to Sunset High School. Oak Hills West communities should NOT suffer through 
another High School Boundary Adjustment. Families in our community have settled into Westview High School and 
invested in building connections with the broader Westview Community in the past four years after the last High 
School Boundary Adjustment. What we want is stability that we can plan our life around long-term. So Oak Hills West 
should stay in Westview High School!

02/17/2020 Katie Liu huaiyu@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Westview

Please do not move Oak Hills West from Westview to Sunset. For the Oak Hills parent speaking at the 2/13 meeting, 
her comments represented what we wanted to say as well: we parents accepted that our community go to Westview 
since 3 years ago the high school boundary was re-zoned. We spent energy, effort, and emotion to invest and 
contribute to Westview activities and became part of the Westview community. But now some proposals are talking 
about moving Oak Hills West to Sunset! We ask the school district to put yourself in our shoes. Please do not think 
where this community shall belong, but listen to what we want to belong.As the Oak Hills parent said, please do not 
use Oak Hills West as a pawn to please big players.
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02/17/2020 Alivia Sil alivia2001@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

As a Findley parent I strongly support not splitting Findley neighborhood. It is sad due to unavoidable circumstance 
which is beyond the control of parents and kids we are in this situation. Stoller would not have been stoller without 
countless volunteer hours from current demography of stoller parents. Having said that, given the current situation we 
understand that BSD may not be able  to keep the entire old demography at Findley. My request to BSD is to please try 
to avoid split as much as possible and specially with a small neighborhood school like Findley whose enrollment 
population is declining over the years(BSD school demography data is the proof) . So towards this splitting of 
elementary school issue, BSD should come up with a solution that would best address the over population of Stoller 
issue, keeping in mind primarily the emotional well being of the kids along with other issues like walkability, equity, 
budget as required by different stakeholders.

02/17/2020 Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

BSD built another Middle school Timberland to relieve Stoller Middle School, both located in the North of 26. Yet BSD 
proposes to send the extreme Northern kids from Springville traveling 2.5x farther than before. It[?]s weird BSD is 
sending the extreme Northern school Springville to a Southern school Five Oaks. There are so many other school in 
North which are closer to Five Oaks. Please keep Springville at Stoller.

02/17/2020 Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

In 2019, the Beaverton School District was undertaking a boundary adjustment project with the objective to lower the 
number of students that are enrolled at Elmonica Elementary School. In this case the district decided to transfer a 
walkable area of Elmonica to Beaver Acres. The proposed solution reduced walkability and increased transportation 
cost. District Transportation staff provided an estimate of the increased cost of transporting students. The majority of 
the increase in cost was due to providing bus transportation to an area of Elmonica that was currently in a Non-
Transportation Zone(walkable). The Advisory Committee confirmed that in the context of the District[?]s $19 million 
transportation budget, the increase($20,250) for the proposed boundary adjustment would be relatively minor. When 
possible, the District prefers that students are able to walk to school, but in this case, that desire is subordinate to the 
need to ameliorate overcrowding at Elmonica.The entire Findley, including the walkable portion should be moved to 
Timberland. When possible walk to school is preferred, but in this case, that desire should be subordinate to the need 
to ameliorate overcrowding at Stoller.

02/17/2020 Shawli Shawli22@gmail.com Springville K-8

BSD opened the first two Summa programs in 2004 in under-enrolled parts of the district. At first, they also saw 
Summa as a way to balance enrollment away from some middle schools that were full. Great thinking BSD. Move 
Stoller Summa to Timberland. Relieve Stoller. Fill Timberland.
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please include in comments
 
From: Paige Jones <paiger_jones@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2020 2:30 PM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: Middle school boundary
 

This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they are
safe

Mr. Sparks, 
 
I have attended many of the middle school boundary committee meetings and while Springville
isn't represented on the committee, it feels like many people are against Springville going to
Stoller for many reasons besides what is best for the area. I know that there are many people
attending Rock Creek school that realize that they might be going to Five Oaks so they are
trying hard to get Springville to go with them. If we lived closer to Five Oaks then I think that
would make sense, but have you ever driven from Springville to Five Oaks during school time?
It's such a bad drive and with kids getting on and off the bus at stops it will add so much time.
My daughter currently goes to Stoller and from the time school gets out to the time she gets off
the bus it's 22 minutes and we live 6 minutes from the school - can you even imaging how long
she will be on a bus if she has to go to Five Oaks? It will double that time at least. There will be
many parents who won't like that and will end up driving to pick up their kids adding to the
traffic. WIth the Tanasborne shopping area between us that area gets so congested - not to
mention we have to pass PCC, Westview and Rock Creek to get there. 
 
We live within walking distance to Springville and that middle school option is being taken from
us so we are excited to have Stoller as another great choice. I have had to kids at Stoller and
we have really enjoyed our time there. We would love for our other kids to have the same
experience. We moved here 6 years ago and came to this area just to be in the Stoller
boundary. I know that I am thinking like a lot of people are and if our area gets redirected to
Five Oaks, property values are most likely to go down, which will for impact Beaverton school
district because the tax money they are used to getting from this area will also go down. I
imagine that there will be an increase of people moving or relocating which will have the same
affect. 
 
I know that there are a couple more meetings and more maps being introduced. I have looked
at all of the maps and attended the meetings and it does seem like some of the people on the
committee are trying to do what is best for their school vs what is best for the area as well as
really looking at the data. I hope that whatever the Superintendent decides is best for the area
and not for specific schools that had more representation on the committee. 
 
I look forward to having you at our upcoming PTO meeting so we can possible get some more
information and questions answered about this whole process which I know is very emotional
for everyone. I do appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into making this a good
process and welcoming all comments and map options. 
 
paige
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Also - is there a plan to put another middle school in the area of Springville and Sato? This area
is so crowded that we need more schools for sure. 
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Mr. Yap -
 
Thank you.  I have entered your file into the record and will send to the committee.
 

Steven A. Sparks, AICP | Executive Administrator for Long Range Planning | Beaverton School District
16550 SW Merlo Road, Beaverton, Oregon 97003-4348 | (503) 356-4449 

 
District Goal:  WE empower all students to achieve post-high school success.

 
 
 
From: Douglas Yap <dougyap1377@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2020 10:16 AM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: Please submit my comments for committee review
 

This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they are
safe

Hi Mr Sparks,
 
Attached is my comment regarding Springville communities concerns about Map C and it's related
variations.
 
Thanks
Douglas



February 17, 2020 

To our Boundary Adjustment Committee Members: 

 

We at Springville community urge you to be fair and impartial in distributing our BSD resources equally 

to all.  Please do not deny our kids access to the most proximal school in our neighborhood. 

The map below shows why Springville neighborhoods are woken to the underlying injustice that Map C 

proposed in January 9th.   Map C wants us to be sent to Five Oaks, which is 5 miles away or have Springville 

south of Brugger sent to Five Oaks. The map below shows the 3-mile radius of each middle school in BSD.  

The Springville (together with Sato and Jacob Wismer) community has no other closer middle school 

except Stoller.  

Other northern communities like Terra Linda, for instance, have multiple overlapping middle schools:  

Meadow Park, Timberland, Five Oaks (yes, even Five Oaks!), partially Stoller, and partially Cedar Park.   

That’s why we were scratching our heads as to why the Terra Linda testimony in our last committee 

meeting was adversarial to the Springville cause.  By insisting to be in Stoller, we did not mean to kick 

Terra Linda out of Timberland. Terra Linda kids have various options to choose from within a reasonable 

3-mile radius.  Terra Linda kids, along with Cedar Mill and Findley are proximal to Timberland. Likewise, 

the numbers show that Timberland have enough space to accommodate Terra Linda, Findley, Bonny 

Slope, Cedar Mill, and even east Oak Hills.   

Furthermore, our North Bethany community center is marked on the map. It is at the intersection of 

Bethany and Laidlaw.   This is where our kids congregate to due after school activities (Kumon, Japanese 

abacus, music schools, dance schools) and to borrow books at the Bethany library. This is where parents 

do their errands to buy household goods at pickup times (Walgreens, QFC, various restaurants and 

dentists).   Note that our community center is just 3 blocks away from Stoller.  Some Springville parents 

even just walk to this community center from Springville Arbor Oaks with their kids on weekends (yes, it 

is WALKABLE from a practical criteria – just under 2 miles away) through Pirate Park.  Furthermore, the 

Sato communities around Pirate Park used to attend of Springville ES. Our kids and theirs congregate at 

that park every weekend for play time.  Our kids used longed to be attend middle school together at 

Stoller.  But if Map C proposal goes through, BSD will take that community togetherness away and 

ISOLATE, EXCLUDE, DIVIDE Springville from her sister communities. 

I hope that you consider these facts when you judge the final map this March. 

 

Best Regards 

Douglas Yap 
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Mr. Rangarajan -
 
Thank you.  I have entered your file into the record and will send to the committee.
 

Steven A. Sparks, AICP | Executive Administrator for Long Range Planning | Beaverton School District
16550 SW Merlo Road, Beaverton, Oregon 97003-4348 | (503) 356-4449 

 
District Goal:  WE empower all students to achieve post-high school success.

 
 
From: Madhusudhan Rangarajan <mrangar@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2020 10:45 AM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: Middle School Commute Heatmap & Feedback to AC
 

This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they are
safe

Mr Sparks,
 
Attached PDF has a heatmap of middle school distances from elementary school along with a set of
requests/feedback to the AC. Could you please get this entered into the public record?
 
Thanks,
 
Madhu
 



● SPV to Five Oaks will be THE 
LONGEST regular MS 
commute at over 4-5 MILES

● MOST other school have many 
proximal options less than 4 
miles (Yellow cells): SPV and 
Sato do not

● There isn’t a single commute > 
4 miles (Hazeldale is a split 
feeder).

● SPV gets isolated from its North 
Bethany community

Sending all or part of 
Springville to Five Oaks is 
unfair and unprecedented

Do not punish the 
community without an 

alternative

*Distances are from elementary to middle school. There are houses closer and further than these cellls. 
For example, most of the houses in the SPV neighborhood are located north further away from FO



Lets Zoom In on the North

● SPRINGVILLE & SATO are the furthest from FIVE OAKS in the entire North West Region
● A majority of Springville homes are further North, making the actual distance over 5 miles for many
● SPRINGVILLE & SATO have only ONE neighborhood middle school option with reasonable proximity
● SPRINGVILLE & SATO are part of the North Bethany community, north of Springville Road
● Most Northern schools have multiple alternatives with proximity (shown in yellow in the map)
● Going to Five Oaks involves taking 185th/Bethany blvd and crossing 26 into Cornell Road - unpredictable 

high traffic corridors and tops ODOT list of most dangerous intersections. 

Isolating Springville, or splitting it within its North Bethany community and sending it all 
the way to Five Oaks will be unprecedented and break communities apart

*Distances are from elementary to middle school. There are 
houses closer and further than these cellls. For example, most of 
the houses in the SPV neighborhood are located north further 
away from FO



Summary of Requests to the AC
● United Communities: Please do not isolate Springville from North Bethany: All of Springville and Sato 

must remain in Stoller to avoid breaking communities apart
○ Sending us to Five Oaks isolates us from our community and sends us on the longest BSD commute 

for regular middle school

● Regular Kids over Summa: Please prioritize regular education over the Summa Option: Place the 
Summa program where there is space (Timberland)

○ 500 SPV kids should not be ejected from their communities for 86 Summa kids from Jacob Wismer

● Children over Empty Lots: Please do not prioritize empty lots and homes over kids living in the 
neighborhood: PLEASE Focus on 2021 numbers. 

○ 2025 numbers are PROJECTIONS which have been overblown in the recent past, causing a budget 
crisis in 2019. 

○ Most of extreme North areas are empty lots and unbuilt areas : Do not prioritize those over kids
○ Do not send every kid at 2.5x the commute in 2021, isolated from the North Bethany peers, to 

potentially save 2 spots per classroom in 2025

● Children over Transportation $$:
○ The wellbeing of children and their sense of belonging to a community are worth far more than the 

transportation numbers we are seeing - Which are in the noise in BSDs overall budget.
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Mr. Yap -
 
Thank you.  I have entered your file into the record and will send to the committee.
 

Steven A. Sparks, AICP | Executive Administrator for Long Range Planning | Beaverton School District
16550 SW Merlo Road, Beaverton, Oregon 97003-4348 | (503) 356-4449 

 
District Goal:  WE empower all students to achieve post-high school success.

 
 
 
From: Douglas Yap <dougyap1377@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: Comment for Boundary Adjustment
 

This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they are
safe

Hi Mr. Sparks,
 
Can you please post this comment for review with the Adjustment Committee?  It is regarding the
SUMMA program, as I heard that several communities have lingering concerns about it's relocation from
Stoller.
 
Thanks
Douglas



February 17, 2020 

 

To Mr. Sparks and the Boundary Adjustment Committee: 

 

From last meeting, we devoted a few minutes to discuss about our 8% SUMMA population.  I understand 

that committee members agree that 8% is a small population to even worth spending too much attention 

in this debate.  Springville says YES! You If you recall, the meeting ended with concurrence from all 

committee members that the SUMMA program is being proposed to move to Timberland to 

accommodate Springville population. 

 

I just would like to remind the committee members of the facts regarding the Summa population.  While 

it is true that most of the SUMMA students are concentrated in Stoller Middle school area, the kids are 

mostly from within the Findley Elementary school boundaries.  I got these numbers from the January 9th 

meeting (link:  https://v3.boardbook.org/Public/PublicItemDownload.aspx?ik=45731849 ).   

If you realize, Findley is very proximal to the new Timberland school (less than 3 miles). In fact, if you 

tabulate all Summa students, you’ll find that close to 50% live less than 5 miles away from Timberland.   

 

Originating 
School 

Number 
of 
SUMMA 
students 

Distance to 
Timberland 
(miles) 

Percent of 
Population 

Findley 133 2.6 29.56% 

Jacob 
Wismer 86 4.3 19.11% 

Sato 42 5.3 9.33% 

Springville 41 5.7 9.11% 

Oak Hills 40 3 8.89% 

Bethany 38 5.2 8.44% 

Bonny Slope 38 1.3 8.44% 

Cedar Mill 13 1.1 2.89% 

Terra Linda 13 2.3 2.89% 

Rock Creek 6 5.9 1.33% 

    

Total 450   
 

The commute from the SUMMA hotspot (Laidlaw & Saltzman intersection) to Timberland is just 3.1 miles 

away using residential roads (Saltzman). 

https://v3.boardbook.org/Public/PublicItemDownload.aspx?ik=45731849


However, Map C and its variants are asking our Springville kids to commute 5 miles away through busy, 

accident prone intersections.  We have to pass through PCC Rock Creek (college students with their own 

cars), the Rock Creek and Westview High School (high school students with cars), then the Highway 26 

ramp and Tanasbourne strip malls (think: big rig trucks delivering to Target, Macy’s, Bed Bath and Beyond 

and EMS responders to Kaiser Permamente Hospital or from the TVFR fire station).  Both Washington 

County and the Oregon Department of Transportation designated all these corridors as accident prone. 

So to summarize, most SUMMA kids are in convenient proximal distance to Timberland.  Timberland must 

be filled to its capacity.  It does not make sense to underutilize a $61 million investment from BSD and 

have the Springville community be SEVERED, ISOLATED, EXCLUDED from their North Bethany community. 

Here again is the map from the January 9th meeting with my annotations. Please keep this in mind as you 

vote for proposed maps.  Please be fair and evenly distribute BSD resources to our general education kids.   

 

 

Regards, 

Douglas Yap 

 



(PS: Springville also has a high SUMMA kid population – 9% of Summa kids are from SPV. Our parents 

concur that it is an optional program that kids gets tested to be qualified.  I’ve heard that some parents 

invest greatly to get their kids into the SUMMA program.   I heard of COGAT test preps in several after-

school programs even as early as kindergarden.  I believe that SUMMA parents are heavily invested in 

their kids, which is a good thing. That probably explains these Summa location hotspots.  Springville 

Summa parents value the added benefits SUMMA brings and most concur that they’ll send kids to SUMMA 

to far, non-Stoller locations. The benefits outweigh the cost.   We are willing to sacrifice greatly since we 

know that our kids are the future leaders of this community.  I’m sure our friends in Jacob Wismer and 

Findley also agree with this ROI calculation). 
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Mr. Rangarajan -
 
Thank you.  I have entered your file into the record and will send to the committee.
 

Steven A. Sparks, AICP | Executive Administrator for Long Range Planning | Beaverton School District
16550 SW Merlo Road, Beaverton, Oregon 97003-4348 | (503) 356-4449 

 
District Goal:  WE empower all students to achieve post-high school success.

 
 
 
From: Madhusudhan Rangarajan <mrangar@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2020 1:50 PM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: Real Kids vs Empty Lots
 

This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they are
safe

Mr Sparks,
 
Could you please get the following illustration into the public record for the committee to review to
highlight where the growth is happening, and where the established communities are?
 
Thank You,
 
Madhu
 



SATO Boundary

SPV Boundary

Rock Creek

EMPTY LOTS, UNBUILT HOMES 
in the Sato boundary

Established homes, close knit 
community and minimal new 
construction in Springville 

Real Kids over 
Empty Lots:

Do not isolate existing 
SPV kids from the 

rest of North Bethany 
because of unreliable 

future growth 
numbers elsewhere

PCC, Farms
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Ms. Bock -
 
Thank you for your email.  I have entered your message into the public record.
 

Steven A. Sparks, AICP | Executive Administrator for Long Range Planning | Beaverton School District
16550 SW Merlo Road, Beaverton, Oregon 97003-4348 | (503) 356-4449 

 
District Goal:  WE empower all students to achieve post-high school success.

 
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Vicki Bock <jvbock@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2020 9:45 PM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: Findley/Middle School Boundary
 

 This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they
are safe ________________________________
 
Attn:  Mr. Steven Sparks
 
I am writing on behalf of Findley Elem. school and will keep this as short as possible.
 
1.   PLEASE DO NOT SPLIT UP FINDLEY:  First and foremost, the majority of Findley parents do not
want Findley split. The half that would go to Stoller would once again be split when half would go to
Westview and half to Sunset. It’s bad enough to be split from your peers once, but the worry of being
split again at such a critical time of their development and education is just too much. It is crucial that
their mental health be of utmost importance.
 
2.   OVERCROWDING AT STOLLER:  To alleviate this primary concern for now “and in the future,” it
seems the logical solution would be to take ALL of Findley and send them to Timberland. This would
open up more room at Stoller and create space for the Springville students whose parents are asking
that they stay closer to home and be sent to Stoller. Since there are many SUMMA students at Findley,
consider moving SUMMA to Timberland.
 
3.   A RECENT BEAVERTON NEWSLETTER CALLED LoveTheBus.org STATES:  Riding the bus is 50
times safer than cars, one bus removes 36 cars from the road, it increases attendance and air quality,
decreases congestion around schools, and helps the environment. For these reasons, we at Findley are
fine with our students being bused to Timberland. There is really only one neighborhood of Findley
students across the street from Stoller that could safely walk to Stoller. The rest are being driven or
bused. If for some reason you feel it necessary to send all of Findley students to Stoller, then please
reinstate busing to the Bannister Creek neighborhood. See #4.
 
4.   BANNISTER CREEK IS NOT WALKABLE TO STOLLER:  A few years ago there were buses from
Bannister Creek to Stoller. There was good reason for it. Bannister creek is not a part of the Stoller
walkable neighborhood. The far eastern and southeast section of Bannister Creek east of Bannister
Drive is too far to walk. The direct route on Laidlaw is unwalkable and too dangerous with missing
sidewalks and cars going 40 mph. The only optional route is walking through three neighborhoods, uphill
much of the way carrying a heavy backpack which has been shown to cause back problems, sidewalk
also missing in a section so walking in the street, to finally reaching the back of Stoller. According to
Google Maps this walk is 1.6 to 1.9 miles depending on which street you live. It takes at least 25 minutes
to walk this hilly terrain and is unsafe for 10, 11, and 12 year olds. Too many incidents on the news this
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y y y
year of cars trying to lure children. I have found no one in this neighborhood allowing their children to
walk to Stoller. They drive their children to the congested line of cars waiting to deliver or pick up their
children at Stoller. Bannister Creek may be one mile from Stoller via Laidlaw, but since that is not a
walkable option, bused should be reinstated due to the over 1.6 mile walking distance.
 
PLEASE KEEP ALL OF FINDLEY TOGETHER whether all of Findley goes to Stoller or Timberland. 
However, sending all of Findley to Timberland sounds like it would solve many of the problems you’re
facing, including overcrowding now and in the future at Stoller, and freeing up space for Springville
students at Stoller.
 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration of these options. You have quite a job on your
hands!
 
Vicki Bock
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Mr. Duthiraru -
 
Thank your for your email.  I have entered your email into the public record.
 

Steven A. Sparks, AICP | Executive Administrator for Long Range Planning | Beaverton School District
16550 SW Merlo Road, Beaverton, Oregon 97003-4348 | (503) 356-4449 

 
District Goal:  WE empower all students to achieve post-high school success.

 
 
 
From: Suresh Duthiraru <dssuresh@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2020 11:04 PM
To: Steven Sparks - Exec Admin <Steven_Sparks@beaverton.k12.or.us>
Subject: Keep Summa at Stoller
 

This is from a Non-BSD Email address: Please only click links and attachments if you are sure they are
safe

Dear Mr. Sparks,
I have a couple of boys currently in BSD, one in Jacob Wismer(5th grader) and other in the
Stoller(7th grader).
I sincerely wanted to raise a legitimate concern for the projected removal of both Findley and
Summa from Stoller which leaves a poor feeding pattern to their Sunset high school. 
Both my boys are in Summa and ofcourse, we wanted my boys to go to TimberLand where it
will be housed, but unfortunately they wanted to continue to walk to Stoller as my home is with
in a throwing distance of the school. I am literally torn down on whether to support their decision
despite knowing they wont have any friends who go to Sunset or some how a miracle happens
keeping both Findley and Summa in Stoller. 
Anyways, please either move the entire Jacob Wismer to Westview OR atleast bring back the
walking Findley and absolutely all of Summa to strength the feeder pattern for Sunset. 
Ofcourse, I also vote to keep walking Springville kids(and Summa) in Stoller and am sure this
will also save a lot of money for BSD and strength the feeder patter a whole lot.
Thanks in advance for your consideration,
Suresh


